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To determine whether there were differences

between foreign (Arab) and American student attitudes

toward academic dishonesty in Oregon State University,

a seventyeight item questionnaire designed by Kirk,

(1970) was adapted and administered to two hundred and

eighty Arab and American graduate and undergraduate

students. Three aspects of academic dishonesty were

examined: (1) behaviors which constitute cheating,(2)

the recommended punishment for the cheating behavior,

and (3) the academic settings in which cheating occurs.

Selected Findings

A twoway analysis of variance revealed that:

1. There was no difference between Arab and

American students' attitudes toward behaviors which

constitute cheating,

2. there was statistically significant difference

between graduate and undergraduate students' attitudes

regarding cheating behaviors. Undergraduates did not

consider many behaviors to be cheating, while graduate

students did consider such behaviors as cheating,



3. there was statistically significant difference

between Arab and American students recommended

punishment. Arab students were less severe in their

recommended punishment of the cheating behavior, and

4. there was statistically significant nationality

and class level difference toward the academic settings

in which cheating occurs. American students considered

most of the behaviors as cheating irrespective of the

actions of the teacher. Graduate students also

considered most of students' behaviors as cheating.

Findings of this study suggest that Arab students

were apparently influenced by their cultural background

as reflected in their lower mean scores in attitude and

recommended punishment of the cheating behaviors.

Selected Recommendations

Based on the findings of this study, the following

recommendations were made:

1. Colleges and universities should develop and

publish a comprehensive statement on academic

dishonesty,

2. Students, especially international, should be

told that instructors are watching for incidents of

cheating, and that punishment will be related to the

severity of the cheating incident,

3. Academic integrity should be stressed, with

special emphasis on the school definition of

unacceptable academic behaviors, regardless of the

cultural background of students,

4. Provisions should be made to encourage students

to report cheating incidents and to protect their

anonymity in the process, and

5. Research should be conducted with other foreign

student groups to examine the generalizability of the

findings of this study.
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ACADEMIC DISHONESTY: COMPARING AMERICAN AND FOREIGN
STUDENT ATTITUDES

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The space age demands rockets that will work, and
these are not produced by designers who won their A's

in math by cheating.

Jerome Ellison
American Disgrace 1960

This quote by Ellison raised the concern about the

widespread problem of academic dishonesty in many

American colleges and universities. Ellison labeled the

problem as an academic disgrace and called upon

academic institutions to address it as a major

educational problem. Honesty in academic work, which

touches upon the matters of research and scholarship

and of the integrity of those who produce works of

scholarship, is a value which ought to be propagated

and protected on all campuses (Mawdsley, 1985).

Academic dishonesty/cheating, which is defined as

an attempt by a student to represent a work performed

wholly or in part by others as his/her own work, or any

effort to use unauthorized aids during a formal testing

situation (Lewis, 1965), has become one of the major

problems in education today. It is a problem which has

long been recognized by nearly every classroom teacher

(Hartshorne & May, 1928), and continues to be a major
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contender for every educator's attention, (Bunyan,

1980). The practice of cheating was so widespread as to

challenge the students' claim that they valued honesty

as a moral value (Jacob, 1957).

Statistics exist on various facets of cheating in

colleges and some universities. Bower (1964) in a

nationwide study which included at least five thousand

students from 99 colleges and universities, reported

that at least half the students in the sample had

engaged in some form of academic dishonesty since

coming to college. Bower suggested that figure was a

conservative estimate for the population of college

students nationwide. Data from (Schab, 1969) indicate

that 22 percent of students begin cheating in the first

grade, 11 percent in the seventh grade, and an

additional 16 percent in the eighth grade. Thus by

eighth grade, 49 percent of the students admit to

having cheated on one or more school assignments.

Cheating, however, is not limited to the elementary,

secondary or undergraduate levels; (Zastrow ,1970)

noted that close to 40 percent of graduate students in

his study admitted to have cheated.

Cheating is an obvious threat to the reliability

of the student performance evaluation system because

it results in inaccurate evaluation of a student's
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academic ability. According to Hoser (1982), the

consequences of cheating behavior can be serious when a

student is placed in a class or a program for which he

/she doesn't have the necessary prerequisites of

knowledge and skills.

The problem has continued to persist. An early

study conducted by Drake (1941), indicated that

students appeared to value the ability to compete

successfully more than the value of academic integrity.

Drake, concluded that the crux of the academic

dishonesty problem stemmed from the acquisition of

grades. The Carnegie Commission on Education (1979),

reported that 30 to 50 percent of college students had

cheated at one time or another, and a total of nine

percent said they always cheated.

Academic dishonesty has been allowed to persist

largely because the academic community has not been

successful in developing a comprehensive process to

study it, and has not established regulations to deal

with cheating when it is detected (Muss, 1984).

According to Mawdsley (1985), the process of reducing

plagiarism, which is one aspect of academic dishonesty,

is to form a set of rules which identify dishonest

situations and explain the possible punishment for

violators. The focus of this study was to investigate
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the problem of academic dishonesty in general, and how

it applies to foreign students in particular.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study was to determine if

there are significant differences in attitudes and

recommended punishment of Arab and American students'

towards the problem of academic dishonesty.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The major objectives of this study were to:

1. Review the literature related to academic

dishonesty among college students;

2. Identify and select an instrument for the study

to investigate students':

A. perceptions of what constitute cheating

B. recommended punishment for the cheating

behavior

C. attitudes towards academic situations in

which cheating may occur

3. Administer the instruments;
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4. Examine and analyze the responses;

5. Prepare recommendations for understanding and

addressing the problem of academic dishonesty.

RATIONALE OF THE STUDY

Presently, there is a lack of research and

information on academic dishonesty among foreign

students. It is assumed that previous research had

included foreign students as a part of the general

population studied. A review of literature, which

included a computer search throughout the ERIC system,

showed no study to have investigated the problem of

academic dishonesty among students with foreign

students as the main subjects of the study or even

identified as a separate group.

Today's college students, (involving foreign

students), appear to value competition and successful

academic accomplishments more than honesty and academic

integrity. The higher education experience should

enable students to mature and grow along several

dimensions, (Nuss, 1984). One of the dimensions is

academic integrity, (Chickering 1969; Knefelkamp,

1978).
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Academic dishonesty is assumed to exist among

foreign students. Before educators can confront the

problem among this group, they need to understand the

factors that have an affect upon the academic

performance of foreign students. Althen and Stott

(1983), reported in their study that there were various

impediments which affected the optimum scholastic level

of foreign students. Those impediments included study

techniques, English usage, test taking, and classroom

instruction. The same study indicated that during the

initial quarters of academic coursework, foreign

students face some or all of the prementioned

impediments.

Foreign students also have to face a set of other

problems. These problems include external pressures to

succeed, previous assumptions about the Western

societies, and cultural differences. According to

Althen and Stott (1983), these problems force many

students to seek counseling and extensive advising. The

same study reported that many of the foreign students

come with unrealistic or unattainable academic goals.

A recognition that these and other problems may

negatively affect foreign students' academic

accomplishment is expected to help colleges and

universities add another dimension in their efforts to
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understand and reduce the amount of academic dishonesty

among this group. A complete and clear understanding to

the student of what constitute cheating, the

seriousness of the offense, and its punishment will

create a better understanding between instructors and

students (Singhal, 1983; Mawdsley, 1985).

This study was conducted at Oregon State

University as an attempt to increase the level of

understanding about the nature and the extent of

academic dishonesty. Attitudes of foreign students to

what constitute cheating and their recommended

punishment for the cheating behavior were compared with

those of American students.

It was expected that the findings of this study

might provide a variety of benefits to the academic

community. If the study produced valid information

about the students' attitudes towards situations of

dishonest behavior, the academic situation in which

cheating may occur, and the punishment they recommended

for various cheating behaviors, then a better

understanding of the academic dishonesty problem might

result, and reasonable recommendations to prevent or

reduce it may become easier to suggest. When this

happens, the honest student will not be penalized for

his/her honesty, and the dishonest student will not be
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rewarded for the harm he/she does to him/herself, or to

the rest of the academic community.

At the same time, if the study showed that there

were significant differences between American and

foreign students' attitudes towards the situations of

academic dishonesty and their respective recommended

punishment, an effort on the part of academic

institutions might take place to study the causes of

such significant differences; see if foreign students

have particular problems, and the relationship, if any,

between these problems and academic dishonesty; and

suggest ways of helping foreign students to know what

is expected of them in terms of adopting the academic

standards that American colleges and universities have.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

This study was limited in the following ways which

may affect the ability to generalize its findings to

all Arab and foreign students:

1. The study is limited to one public institution

located in one state Oregon. Duplication of the same

study in another state, may produce different findings.

2. The population of the study is limited to Arab

student groups attending Oregon State University. This

limitation may affect the generalizability of the
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findings to other Arab student groups at other

locations.

3. The population of the study was limited to the

Arab students only. This limitation may affect the

generalizability of the findings to other international

students.

4. One can not relate attitudes with actual

practice with any degree of certainty. An individual

may have strong opinions, but he is unwilling to act on

these opinions especially if the act is perceived

differently by the system under which he is

functioning.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS

Terms that will be used frequently are:

Academic Dishonesty/Cheating: an attempt by a

student to represent a work performed wholly or in part

by others as his/her own work , or any effort to use

unauthorized aids during a formal testing situation

(Lewis, 1965).

Plagiarism: a false assumption of authorship: The

wrongful act of taking the product of another person'

mind, and presenting it as one's own (Lindley, 1952).
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Foreign students: Those students who are holding

F-1 of J-1 Visa from the immigration department. This

visa allows the foreign students to attend an

accredited school. Upon the completion of their

programs, they must leave the country.

Arab Students: Any student with an F-1 or J-1 visa

who is a permanent resident of one of the following

countries: Algeria; Bahrain; Morocco; Tunisia; Libya;

Sudan; Egypt; Jordan; Lebanon; Iraq; Syria; Saudi

Arabia; United Arab Emirates; Kuwait; Oman; North Yemen

and South Yemen.

American Students: Any student who is a legal

resident of the U.S.A. Any Arab student born and

received education outside of the U.S.A. but lately

became a naturalized citizen of the U.S.A was not

allowed to participate in this study.

Newman-Keuls Test: A multiple comparison test used

to detect the source of variation when a hypothesis is

rejected by more than one variable.

SUMMARY

There is evidence which indicates that academic

dishonesty has been a long standing problem at colleges

and universities for a long time. Where academic
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dishonesty prevails, the sense of integrity about

academic work that colleges want to instill in

students; and the tradition of learning and scholarship

which stresses conscientious scholarly endeavor; and

the regard for the academic accomplishments and

contributions of others will all be contradicted and

threatened.

The increasing need for research in this area has

been presented. An emphasis on the importance of

reaching a better understanding of what constitutes

academic dishonesty, and a better understanding of the

attitudes of those who participate in this behavior was

discussed.

The need for this study was established through an

extensive review of literature, which indicated a lack

of knowledge concerning the attitudes of foreign

student groups towards the concept of academic

dishonesty.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

INTRODUCTION

To come to a better understanding of academic

dishonesty and see it as a problem that requires an

immediate and effective intervention, a comprehensive

review of literature and related research was

conducted. Academic dishonesty is a widespread problem

on college campuses and universities, and there is no

sign that it is declining. It is a major concern to

everyone involved in education, and a reason to call

for serious disciplinary steps.

With the purpose of providing a clear picture of

academic dishonesty, the following topics were reviewed

and are presented in this chapter:

1. Historical perspective of academic dishonesty;

2. Sex differences and sanction threats and
academic dishonesty;

3. Characteristics of students who are dishonest;

4. Academic dishonesty...Why ?; and

5. Policies and regulations to reduce cheating.
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF ACADEMIC DISHONESTY

Although research suggests that academic

dishonesty is not a new phenomenon, it did not become a

major concern until the latter part of the first half

of the twentieth century. According to Lamont (1979),

higher education in the past was for the elite, classes

were small, the student populations were homogeneous,

the pressure to obtain high grades by cheating was not

great, and the punishment for cheating was severe. The

honor code was an objective that educational

institutions emphasized.

Academic dishonesty has been a continuing problem

at colleges and universities for quite some time. One

of the first research efforts in America on cheating

was conducted by Hartshorne and (May, 1928). They

concluded that there were wide variations in cheating

among their subjects; that there were no outstanding

sex differences among cheaters; and that older children

were slightly more likely to cheat than younger

children. Hawkins (1932) stated that academic

dishonesty estimates derived from percentages of

students who changed their answers in scoring objective

tests, ranged from nine percent to 78 percent. Parr

(1936) conducted a study about academic dishonesty in

which he surveyed more than four hundred students. He
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found that students admitted that cheating was

widespread in most classes. Of his sample, he found

that 42 percent cheated.

Further evidence of academic dishonesty was in the

"Cheats on the Campuses", a report printed by NEWSWEEK

(August 13, 1951). In that report, McAllister, who was

a president of the governing Boards of State

Universities and Allied Institutions, toured 89

colleges and universities and found that in every

campus he visited, there was a marked increase in

academic dishonesty. McAllister, in the same report,

attributed the problem to the mishandling of the

socalled "progressive education", deterioration in

family life, and to the increasing attention and

importance given to high grades. Hetherington and

Feldman (1964), reported that almost 60 percent of the

students they surveyed cheated on tests.

In the last 30 years, academic dishonesty has

become more widespread. Term papers written by

professionals became a profitable market where students

were willing to pay as much as three dollars a page

(Trachtenberg, 1972). Connell (1981), reported that

students in the fraternity and sorority houses put

their finished term papers on files and made them

available for their friends to use at any time.
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In the 1980s academic dishonesty is still rampant,

and students are increasingly using it to retain the

competitive edge over other students. The pressures to

be admitted to professional schools give students more

incentives to get high grades anyway they could,

(Levine, 1980; Connell, 1981).

SEX DIFFERENCES, SANCTION THREATS AND

ACADEMIC DISHONESTY

Research on the relationship of sex difference to

the incidents of cheating behavior has had mixed

results. Some researchers found that men cheat more

than women (Anderson, 1957; Hetherington & Feldman

,1964; Johnson & Girmly, 1972; Fakouri, 1972; Oaks,

1975; Kelly & Worrell, 1978; Jacobson, Berger &

Millham, 1969; Schab and Calhoun, 1980; Knapp &

Edmiston, 1981). Other researchers reached the

conclusion that women cheat more than men ( Canning,

1956; Jacobson, Berger & Millham, 1970; Leming, 1980).

Yet, other researchers, (Hartshorn & May, 1928; Krebs,

1969; Fischer, 1970; Vitro, 1971; Houston, 1977; Vitro

& Schoer, 1972) found that there were no significant

differences between males and females in their cheating

behavior.
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Sex has been cited as an important variable in

studying academic dishonesty. Research conducted by

Roskins and Dizney (1966) and Bowers (1964), indicated

that males showed a greater tendency to cheat than

females. Schab (1980), surveyed more than one thousand

high school students from more than 20 schools in

Georgia found that male students often cheated more

than female students.

Anderson (1957) found that, in general, male

students had less strict or moralistic attitudes toward

academic dishonesty than did women. Similar results

from the Devries and Ajzen (1971) surveys indicated

that male students tended to have more positive

attitudes toward cheating behavior than did female

students. Oaks (1975) found that female students tended

to regard more of the situations as cheating than did

males.

Jacobson, Berger & Millham (1970) found that women

did cheat significantly more than men, while men

demonstrated a greater expectancy of success and a

higher level of aspiration than women. Erickson and

Smith (1973) in their research showed that females were

less likely than males to admit cheating.
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In his research to study the relationship of

self-esteem, sex differences and the tendency to cheat,

Jacobson, Berger & Millham (1970) found that men

demonstrated a greater expectancy for success and a

higher level of aspiration than women, but women had

achieved a higher level of actual performance. Women

who had high self-esteem reported significant cheating,

while men who had low self-esteem did not show a

significant tendency to cheat. However, Johnson and

Girmly (1972), reported that among their female

subjects, high achievement was associated with

non-cheating, whereas for high achieving male subjects,

the opposite was observed. Canning (1956) found that

females lied more about cheating than males. Jacobson,

Berger & Millham (1969) found that under temptation,

female college students were more likely to cheat than

men.

In relation to the risk factor, sex, academic

ability and cheating behavior, Leming (1980) found that

in the low risk condition, women cheated significantly

more than men. High risk conditions were found to

reduce the incidence of cheating only among women.

Leming's (1980) findings are consistent with that

of Tittle and Rowe (1973) who found that women are far

more sensitive to threats of sanctions than men. The
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sanction threat was found to be most effective in

deterring cheating among females and least effective

among those who had the greatest incentive to cheat.

The cheating behavior was significantly reduced by

threats of imposed sanctions. Men, however, were not

found to be as sensitive to these threats.

The possible explanation suggested by social

psychologists is that women are more fully socialized

than men, and therefore, are more conforming and

obedient. As a result, they would be more sensitive to

sanction threats. This may account for the lower

incidence of cheating for women under the high risk

condition than under the low risk condition (Leming,

1980).

Salem and Bowers (1970) found that a sanction

threat would inhibit cheating, but only when the threat

was severe, and only when the subjects had done

relatively well on an earlier examination. Houston

(1983) found that sanction threats may, at least under

some circumstances, be an economical means of

regulating deviant behavior and maintaining social

control. However, Houston suggested that the threat and

sanctions must be severe to be effective.
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Tittle and Rowe (1973) reported sanction threats

to be more effective among women than men. They also

reported that moral appeal was found to have no effect

in reducing cheating, and that sanctions were more

effective in reducing cheating among students who did

well in the class than among those who did poorly. They

suggested that students most in need of points will be

willing to take greater risk to obtain them, and

therefore, continue to cheat in the face of a sanction

threat. Both sexes participate in the common struggle

to avoid the punishment and embarrassment of failure

(Schab, 1969).

This interpretation is not shared by Houston and

Ziff (1976). They found that if students doing poorly

in the class were willing to take risks to obtain

illicit answers under severe sanction threats, then one

would also expect them to cheat under moderate and low

levels of threats as well. In fact, they found just the

opposite. Under moderate and low threat levels,

students doing well in the class cheated more than

students doing poorly. They suggested that the use of

sanction threats should be approached with caution.
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STUDENTS' CHARACTERISTICS AND CHEATING

Several attempts have been made to identify any

demographic, personality, or situational factors that

predispose a student to cheat. Vitro and Schoer (1972)

studied the phenomenon of cheating and described it as

complex in nature, and concluded that there was no

single variable that could by itself be responsible in

deternining dishonesty.

Investigating the relationship between cheating

and academic achievement, Hartshorne and May (1928),

found that cheating was more frequent among students

with low grades. Parr (1936) reported in his survey

about academic dishonesty that students with lower

scholastic ratings tended to cheat more when given the

chance to correct their own vocabulary tests; B

students cheated more than the A students; and the D

students cheated the most. Shelton and Hill (1969)

concluded that cheating was a means of avoiding failure

among low achieving students. Wilkinson (1974) found

that students with higher Scholastic Aptitude Test Math

scores tended to cheat less than students with lower

scores.

Bower (1964) showed in his nationwide survey about

academic dishonesty that the poorest students in grades
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were the ones most likely to cheat. He reported that

cheating steadily increased as academic standing

decreased. Students in this study felt the increasing

pressure to cheat as they proceeded through school.

Bowers (1964) found that the negative relationship

between grades and cheating increased from the freshman

to the senior years, indicating the cumulative pressure

on the poorer student to engage in cheating in order to

survive in college. Faia (1976) supported Bower's

findings when he found that cheating occurred more

among those upper division students who were

academically weak. Research by Bronzaft, Stuart, and

Blum (1973) demonstrated that students who had low

grades cheated more than students who had high grades

when they were given the opportunity to grade their own

tests. Oaks (1975) found that students with high

academic averages tended to be more strict in their

interpretation of the word cheating. Lower achieving

students in the Wright and Kelly study (1974) reported

the most awareness of cheating taking place in the

classroom. Fifty three percent of the surveyed students

were sure they had seen cheating in the classroom one

or more times. Only 23 percent of highest achieving

groups indicated observing any instances of cheating.
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Researchers reported relationships between

cheating and what is common among students. Parr (1936)

demonstrated that 59 percent of those students who

cheated participated in political activities on school

campuses. Harp and Taitz (1966) and Drake (1941) found

evidence of higher incidences of cheating on term

papers among fraternity members than non-fraternity

members. Knapp (1981) found that students who

participated in major sports were frequently

represented among offenders, especially when academic

violations (cheating) were involved.

Cheating was studied in relation to parent

behavior and subject personality characteristics.

Mackinnon (1938) found that subjects who consulted

available prohibited solutions were found to report

more frequent active and physical father discipline,

while non-cheaters reported greater withdrawal of those

kinds of punishment. Hetherington and Feldman (1964)

found that cheaters exhibited a set of behaviors

similar to those produced by maternal overprotection.

Cheaters manifested a passive dependent mode of

adjustment giving little of themselves in either

intellectual endeavors or social relationships.

Academic dishonesty was also studied in terms of

its relationship to students' personality
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characteristics. In a study conducted by Campell (1933)

cheaters were found to be more neurotic, less

self-sufficient, and more dominant than the

non-cheater. Bower (1964) found evidence that cheating

was more prevalent among students who were unwilling to

spend time and energy in meeting academic demands;

students who took their role lightly; and those who

studied neither long enough, nor efficiently.

Aronson and Metter (1968) pointed out that

students who had negative self-perceptions of

themselves and who had low expectancy of success

cheated more than those students who had previous

success and projected positive perceptions of

themselves. This finding was not consistent with

another study conducted by Jacobson, Berger & Millham

(1970). These researchers found that students who

maintained for themselves and others the image of

successful people and evaluated their lives

accordingly, cheated more. These students had to cheat

because the image they presented to themselves and

others was threatened. Cheating was the mean to reduce

the fear of such a threat to their image.

Cheaters exhibited lower levels of effort than

non-cheaters to succeed in their academic work( Atkins,

1936). Cheaters were found to have a low need for
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achievement as measured by the Edwards Personal

Preference Schedule (EPPS). They were also found to be

more pessimistic in their attitudes towards school and

achievement as measured by the mood scale of the

Minnesota Counseling Inventory (MCI) (McIntire, 1969).

Hetherington and Feldman (1964) compared

California Personality Inventory results with cheating

behavior and found that cheaters exhibited a set of

behaviors similar to those produced by maternal

overprotection. Cheaters, they found, manifested a

passive-dependent mode of adjustment, giving little of

themselves in either intellectual endeavors or social

relationships. This study also found that cheaters

appeared to seek out people, but lacked an awareness of

their general social immaturity and irresponsibility.

Parke, (1967) found that cheaters were likely to

be more oriented toward immediate self-satisfaction and

external tangible rewards rather than intrinsic

satisfaction. On the other hand, non-cheaters were

found to be persistent, orderly in their approach to

tasks, and hard working. They also believe that

reinforcements were largely contingent upon their

actions.

The relationship between the sex of cheaters and

their personality characteristics was also studied.
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Kelly (1978), found that the male cheater may be

described as aggressive, antagonistic, vindictive and

interpersonally domineering, and highly dependent upon

other people's evaluation. He is concerned about bodily

harm, and overly reliant on external sources of

approval, loud and attention seeker, and less

cooperative. Male students cheat to express their sense

of dissatisfaction and antagonism toward instructors

and annoyance with other students. Among female

cheaters, it was found that they exaggerate thrill

seeking and a lack of concern about physical harm. They

are less impulse controlling, and more likely to seek

attention through conspicuous demonstrative behavior

than the non-cheater. Women who cheat are rebellious

and less conforming to social norms. They may appear

impulsive and relatively alienated.

Centra, (1970) found that those students with

lenient attitudes toward academic cheating shared

similar attitudes about cheating in government and

industry. Furthermore, those students tended to be less

academically motivated, had fewer artistic-literacy

interests, and came from lower socio-economic

backgrounds.
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WHY DOES CHEATING TAKE PLACE ?

There are possibilities for deceit in an imperfect

system of evaluation, and there are many motives for

academic dishonesty. The reviewed literature revealed

that students cheat for different reasons. Some

researchers found that cheating took place as a result

of pressure on students to succeed. According to

Howells (1938) the necessity to make good grades was a

vital factor in cheating.

Too much emphasis on grades and pressure from

parents, may increase the incidence of cheating among

students. Johnson (1943) and Bowers, (1964) found that

when the pressure from parents on their kids to obtain

high grades was accompanied with rewards, cheating

became substantially higher. Rogosin, (1951) quoted

E.R. Groves, the famous authority on family relations:

"cheating in school is largely due to the strain

resulting from an overemphasis on marks and from the

failure of the school to adjust work to the

individual's personal capabilities and attitudes".

Aronfreed (1968) concluded that parental

hostility, warmth, parental cognitiveverbal behaviors,

and consistency of discipline may all be related to the

subsequent development of internalized controls and the
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child's likelihood of cheating. Parke, (1967) found

that parents who are warm and actively involved in

their children's activities will be an influential

source of positive reinforcement, and their children

would be expected to learn to avoid the loss of their

parental warmth and affection by developing behavioral

controls and adopt the standards that parents like.

In January, 1960, Ellison exposed the problem of

cheating to the nation in his article in the Saturday

Evening Post, titled "American Disgrace: College

Cheating." He stated that the most common reason given

in all of his investigations was the pressure to

succeed, reinforced by the fear of failing. Other

causes his students reported were the emphasis on

grades rather than the integrity and character of

students, and the inconsistencies of teachers who gave

little supervision. A lack of standards was also cited

by Ellison as a fundamental reason.

Resnick & Heller (1963) reported that students in

their study cheated because they were very anxious to

improve their grades. The cheating behavior that those

students were involved in ranged from stealing

footnotes on a term paper to falsifying sources and

cheating on examinations.
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When asked why they cheated, eighty two percent of

the low achieving students in a study conducted by

Wright and Kelly (1974) indicated that pressure to

obtain good grades forced them to cheat. This number is

compared to forty percent of the high achievers who

cheated because of the same pressure. This finding was

not shared by Johnson (1981) who found that a high need

for achievement increased cheating by college students

and suggested that high-need achievers may be more

concerned with the ends than the means. Johnson (1981)

feared that the behavioral engineering programs that

attempt to raise achievement motivation may not be in

the best interest of the society. This concern is

supported by a quote from Broad and Wade (1982) who

wrote about the warnings the scientific community has

recently made about the fabrication of data: "Some

researchers allege important discoveries, on the basis

of connoted evidence, before completing the long,

careful work often required to shed new light on

complex scientific issues. For these individuals, the

fear of ostracism by other scientists may be less

powerful than the rewards contingent on

impressive-sounding findings".

The fear of failure was found to be a factor why

cheating takes place. Zastrow (1970) studied cheating
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among graduate students. Forty percent of the sample of

forty five students cheated on the test and the fear of

failure was listed as the main cause of cheating,

followed by the pressure to obtain good grades,

students laziness, and the ease with which cheating

could be accomplished. Jacobsen and Miller (1970)

suggested that initial failure leads to more cheating

than does an initial success. However, this finding was

contradicted by a study by Houston and Ziff (1976) who

have demonstrated that under certain circumstances,

more cheating followed a success experience than a

failure experience. These researchers suggested that

subjects in the failure condition perceived cheating as

relatively futile, while students in the success

condition cheated because they perceived failure

following an initial success as hard to accept.

The opportunity to cheat and the low risk of

getting caught were found to be causes of cheating.

William (1969) wrote that most college students would

cheat if they were sure of not being caught. Bower

(1964) in his nationwide study concluded that it was

difficult for students to resist illicit cheating

opportunities.

George and Howes (1967) found in his studies that

the level of riskincentive determined the choice of
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the student. The student is responsive to variations in

risk and incentive. When risk is high and/or incentive

is low, the student refrains from cheating. The student

who experienced success in the past and anticipates

success again, likes to avoid the possibility of

unpleasant failure. If low risk conditions exist,

cheating becomes attractive because it ensures success.

However, if high risk of getting caught exists, the

student anticipating success will avoid cheating. Vitro

and Schoer (1972) supported the low risk factor when

they concluded that the group of students who were

provided with high opportunity to cheat had a higher

incidence of cheating than groups with low opportunity

to cheat.

In the low threat, low supervision situation,

students high in moral development were just as likely

to cheat as subjects low in moral development, (Leming,

1978). Houston (1976) had found that subjects

anticipating success cheated more than students

anticipating failure when the risk of detection was

low. Subjects who anticipated failure, cheated at a

moderate and constant level regardless of the level of

risk. In an earlier study, Houston (1976) found that

the person who expected to fail in a testing situation,

may perceive cheating as a fruitless effort. This
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student sees no point in cheating when he/she perceives

it will not change the situation. In fact, there is

something to be lost if caught since failure is

expected anyway.

Perception by students of what controls the

failure or success in the classroom was seen by some

researchers as another cause of cheating. Cheaters in

Johnson and Girmly (1972) study indicated that they

perceived their failure and success in the classroom as

contingent upon forces outside their control. Those who

have such a perception do not bring down upon

themselves the sense of self-guilt or moral wrong-

doing. Their self-esteem is not hurt according to

Forsyth (1985). Cheaters could protect themselves from

esteem damaging consequence of their behavior by

attributing the reasons why they cheat to external

environmental pressures that they simply cannot

control.

Other factors were also found to be causing

students to cheat. Howells (1938) studied the

relationship between the test difficulty and cheating,

and found that when he increased the difficulty of

tests to high school students, the number of students

cheating and the amount of cheating per student

increased. Some students cheat because they want to
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save themselves the punishment and the embarrassment of

failure (Schab, 1969). Many students in Oak (1975)

study cheated because to them cheating was a way to

solve their academic problems, especially with the

increasing academic demands.

Newhouse (1982) found that the more alienated a

student is from university related activities, the

greater the possibility for academic dishonesty. In an

earlier study by Lewis (1965) which was designed to

investigate students' perceptions of cheating, the

author found that a high percentage of those students

who were socially alienated from faculty members

considered more situations as not cheating than those

students not alienated from the faculty.

According to Williams (1982), Princeton's

committee on discipline reported that students who wait

till the last week of the academic term become

desperate and may do things without thinking. Students

who delay doing their homework become under extreme

amount of mental strain and a severe time constraint.

For term papers, they may copy passages without

quotations marks. These students leave themselves a

rational explanation: "How could we have been

plagiarizing when we cited a book?". This same

committee decided that "Acknowledgement of the source"
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has never given one the right to copy passages without

quotation marks. Greenberg (1978, 1979) found that low

work-ethic individuals, who favor allocation of rewards

based on luck or equality rather than on skill or hard

work, may be more likely to cheat when deprived of

rewards.

POLICIES AND REGULATIONS TO REDUCE CHEATING

Throughout the years, institutional regulations

and policies regarding academic dishonesty have

changed. Until the late sixties of this century, the

punishment for academic dishonesty was very severe.

According to Miner (1930), any student at the

University of Kentucky who was caught cheating for the

first time was given a failing grade in the given

course with a strong reprimand from the teacher and

administrator. If caught cheating for the second time,

he would be automatically suspended from the school.

Newsweek (1951, August) reported a story about a

major cheating scandal at West Point Academy. The

commanding general of that academy, with regret, had to

expel 90 students who were caught cheating on

examinations. That military school could not compromise

on the issue of honesty. The University of California

at Los Angeles, few years after the West Point problem
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emphasized its strict policy towards academic

dishonesty. Any student caught cheating would be

immediately expelled from the university. Harvard

University expelled few students as a result of

cheating and the University of Michigan put students

who were guilty of cheating and plagiarism on academic

probation (Trachtenberg, 1972).

In recent years, the punishment for cheating has

become less severe at a time when academic dishonesty

has become a widespread and alarming academic problem.

In fact, cheating is not receiving the amount of

attention that it should have. Stavisky (1973)

indicated that "only the most flagrant cases of

plagiarism from known and traceable published sources

have resulted in disciplinary action. A study about

cheating at Dartmouth college reported by Lamont

(1979), indicated that less than 4 percent of the

students over a period of four years appeared before

the college disciplinary committee. Most academic

violations were not reported by teachers. An article in

the Newsweek (1982) reported that Princeton

University's disciplinary committee hears only about 12

plagiarism cases a year, and the University of Texas at

Austin hears less than one hundred cheating cases a

year.
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Budig (1979) reported in his study of the

prevalence of cheating in college that at least eighty

percent of the surveyed students felt that punishment

for academic dishonesty at their schools was not severe

enough to discourage cheating.

Before the question: What should be done to curb

cheating? is addressed, it is necessary to get an idea

about the attitudes of faculty members toward the

cheating issue. After all, it is the faculty member who

is faced with the dishonest behavior, and is

responsible for dealing with it.

In a study conducted by Wright and Kelly (1974),

college students and faculty in most cases agreed as to

the types of behavior that constituted cheating.

However, only fifty percent of students compared to

eighty two percent of faculty thought that using

material from an outside source without citing a

reference was considered cheating. Presenting a lab

report without having carried out the experiment was

not considered to be cheating by forty three percent of

the students. Only thirteen percent of the faculty

agreed with this view. Sixty four percent of the

students thought that faculty suspension of

examinations contributed cheating.
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Faculty members in Wright & Kelly's (1974) study

thought that cheating was a matter to be settled

between the instructor and the student. Fifteen percent

of the faculty reported students to the academic dean

or department head. A good percentage of the faculty

was concerned about cheating, and many of them accepted

the responsibility for the problem. Forty three percent

of the surveyed faculty indicated that they could do

more to reduce cheating. Fourteen percent of them

indicated that cheating could be justified under

certain conditions.

A professor in Oaks (1975) study was quoted saying

that cheating was considered "part of the game by

students who practiced it, and by the faculty who

tolerated it". Other faculty members in the same study

said that there was no cheating in their departments,

but it was prevalent in other departments. Faculty

members in the same study blamed parents who cheat on

income tax, because they set an example for their

children and indirectly encourage them to cheat.

Does the faculty member, wittingly or unwittingly,

contribute to the dishonest behavior?. Fass (1986)

found that many students perceive the faculty to be the

reason why students cheat. These students said that

faculty members were inattentive and inaccessible, did
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not read papers, and or not grade them carefully. They

also stated that while some teachers were strict

regarding cheating, others did not seem to know that it

was going on.

In Oaks (1975) study, students believed that

teachers faced with longer hours of teaching, larger

classes, more papers to evaluate, and with outdated

examination system, unwittingly encourage the problem

of academic cheating. This is done by giving the same

assignments and tests section after section, term after

term. Students in the same study thought that the

faculty members did not have the time or capability to

check for cheating. This made cheating a frustrating

situation for both students and faculty.

According to Shirk and Hoffman (1961), the faculty

member consciously or unconsciously contributes to

cheating when certain conditions exist in the classroom.

These conditions include: 1) the instructor's insistence

that he/ she is the only source of information in the

course being taught; 2) the instructor's lack of

dedication and interest to teach a certain course; 3)

the instructor treating the student according to the

grade he/she obtains, 4) the instructor perceiving

students as intelligent as long as they obtain high

scores; or 5) when the instructor gives many quizzes
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only because he/she is interested in catching students

unprepared for the test.

Other ways in which an instructor can contribute to

cheating in exams, according to Shirk and Hoffman (1961)

are when he makes the test and assignments too

difficult; grades on the curve; uses the same test with

several different sections of a class at different

times; and when he/she frequently uses the objective

multiplechoice tests.

What should be done to deal effectively with the

cheating situation? Roskens and Dizney (1966) talked

about the need to develop a concept of academic ethics

which includes an appropriate punishment for academic

cheaters. Barnett and Dalton (1981) suggested that

academic institutions should make their commitment to

academic integrity more clear and their policies towards

the cheating behavior more visible. In an earlier study,

Uhlig and Howes (1967) investigated students' attitudes

towards academic dishonesty and concluded that it would

be extremely difficult for academic institutions to deal

with student cheating until cheating became

operationally defined to a point that students are

thoroughly aware of what constitutes cheating

situations.
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Policies and regulations on campuses often

complicate the problem of academic dishonesty. Pavela

(1981) maintained that there was a clear lack of

comprehensive definition of the term academic dishonesty

in school policies. Students are not fully aware of the

importance of academic integrity and the price they

would pay if they violate this integrity. Pavela

believes that the first step in dealing effectively with

cheating behavior is for school teachers and

administrators to admit that they wittingly allow these

practices to occur.

Pavela (1981) also indicates that simply failing

the student in the course for cheating is not enough.

For other students to learn a lesson and seriously think

of the risks if they are caught cheating, the punishment

should be expulsion from the school or permanent

notation of academic dishonesty made on the cheating

student's official grade reports. Schools must convey to

students that cheating is inappropriate behavior, and

its punishment is severe (Connell, 1981).

One of the first serious and productive anti

cheating efforts was conducted by agencies outside the

academic community. Trachtenberg (1972) reported that

certain governmental agencies sought to identify

companies which sold term papers in California, Ohio,
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North Carolina and New York. As a result, these states

all have provisions in the law which prohibit the sale

of term papers. Connell (1981) reported that the first

court case ever heard on the term paper issue was in the

State of New York: Saksniit v. State in 1972. The case

ended in the closing of the business Termpapers, Inc.

Cornnell also reported that in 1979 and in the same

state, the New York Supreme Court in the case People v.

Magee, curtailed the business of selling term papers by

Collegiate Research Systems. The opinion of the Supreme

Court delivered by Justice Richard Wallach, and which

expressed the judicial attitude toward the term paper

mills read:

... nor is the defendant saved by
pious disavows of plagiaristic intent which
paper buyer ritualistically signs. This
procedure is patently tongue-in- cheek and
executed with an obvious wink....A sad by
product is the exploitation of down-at-the-
heels Ph.D.'s who churn out specifically
commissioned assignments at Grub Street
rates...."(Connell, 20).

But what about the role of the academic community

in combating academic dishonesty?. Williams (1969)

reported that Huntington College, in a publication to

its students, made it known that academic dishonesty

would not be taken lightly. This college administration

considered cheating detrimental to the individual

academic achievement as it tends to destroy the
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character of the student who cheats. That college even

made it clear that cheating was a direct violation of

the law of God.

Other academic institutions are also fighting

their own battle to reduce the severity of academic

dishonesty on their campuses. The university of

California at Berkeley had gone through changes hoping

to reduce the level of competition among students

(Connell, 1981). Some of the changes included the

adoption of the semester system in order to give the

faculty more time to evaluate students' academic work.

Connell (1981) also reported that the University

of Maryland introduced to students a code of academic

ethics in which academic integrity was highly

emphasized, cheating was defined, and that the

consequences of cheating were to be severe.

The real responsibility to deal with academic

dishonesty, however, ultimately lies with the faculty

member him/herself. The faculty member is the person

who detects the problem, deals with it, and finally is

expected to report it to higher academic authorities.

The faculty is the real power that can minimize

academic dishonesty, while at the same time, help

strengthen students' belief in academic integrity.
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Wright and Kelly (1974) reported that faculty members

admitted that they were not very careful in controlling

dishonesty in their classes, and therefore, were

willing to accept some blame for the cheating problem.

Various suggestions were made to help faculty

members in their efforts to reduce cheating. Forsyth

(1985) p.roposed that cheating can be reduced if the

faculty member can help the student shift the

attribution of the reasons of cheating away from

external causes he cannot control like unfair test,

toward more internal causes he/she can control, like

working hard. By doing this, the faculty member and the

system strengthen the student's self-regulating

mechanisms.

More ways to reduce cheating according to Frymier

(1960) include not using the same test again and again,

or making it inaccessible to students. Exams should be

different from term to term. Tighter supervision is

needed, and more attentive and alert proctors should be

utilized to discourage any cheating during the exam.

Trachtenberg (1972) suggested that cheating would be

reduced if the instructor gave more time and precise

evaluation of the students' academic work. Connell

(1981) recommended that instructors get involved in the

student's work through close supervision and continuous
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followups, and for exams, Connell suggests that

instructors make old exams available to students and

prepare new ones in order to reduce the importance of

filing these exams in the fraternity houses. Ault

(1981) believed that less frequent use of exams that

require true/false or multiple choice answers, and more

use of an essay test format would help curb cheating

behavior.

ToddMancillas (1986) proposed that instructors

should allow crib sheets or books to be used in the

exam. Students are all given the same advantage, and

the faculty can build the exam accordingly. In an

effort to halt cheating at Arizona State University

College of Engineering, it was found that calculators

that engineering students were using were part of the

cheating problem, and to solve it, it was recommended

that either the calculator memory be erased before the

test, or the department purchase enough of the same

calculators for all students to use (Singhal, 1982).

Singhal (1982) maintained that instructors must

discuss in the first meeting with students the cheating

problem. Definition of what constitute cheating and the

consequences must be explained, and even mentioned in

the class syllabus.
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When the faculty member is faced with a cheating

situation, he /she is expected to enforce the policy by

taking the appropriate action. Sisson (1983)

recommended that when possible, and without violating

the student's right to confidentiality, the manner and

results of the cheating incident should be made public,

without identifying the violator by name, to increase

the awareness of other students of the consequences of

academic dishonesty.

Regardless of what the instructor decides to do

when he or she suspects a cheating case, the legal

issue of this decision is like a ghost chasing faculty.

Although it is not the purpose of this research to go

into detail of the legal implications of academic

dishonesty issue, it is appropriate to say that a

faculty member does not want to deal with this issue if

it is categorized as a disciplinary misconduct. An

incorrectly dealt with cheating situation can have

negative results for all people involved. According to

the law, the student has a due process right, (Tauker,

1984). In this case, students can ask the courts to get

involved if he/she thinks that the school or faculty

decision is unreasonable or capricious. With the courts

involved, the faculty member doesn't want to be the
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person to define cheating and/or to decide what

sanctions or punishments are appropriate.

To help faculty deal and report the cheating cases

through the proper channels without fear of the due

process issue, most universities and colleges according

to Todd-Mancillas (1986), created divisions of student

affairs to help faculty members in assuring the due

process and to maintain records of student conduct. All

cases of cheating must be reported to this division.

Since this is a recent adopted strategy, it is early to

know how effective it will be.

SUMMARY

Academic dishonesty has been a major concern to

educators on college and university campuses for a very

long time. Incidents of academic dishonesty reported in

literature varied in severity and percentage from

campus to campus, and yet, it is suggested that the

estimates were probably lower than the actual incidents

of academic dishonesty.

Many researchers found that many factors were

related to academic dishonesty. Among these factors

were previous success-failure experiences, high

self-satisfaction, pressures to have high grades,
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laziness, low grades, crowded classrooms, and parental

behaviors. Also a factor was the degree of tolerance

that students showed toward academic dishonesty.

Colleges and universities did not always treat

academic dishonesty as a serious threat with its

implications on the quality of education. Policies and

regulations dealing with it have been either lacking or

poorly transmitted to students and faculty. Professors

have a great responsibility in reducing the prevalence

of academic dishonesty. As Bowers (1964) put it: "The

problem of academic dishonesty should attract

everybody's attention since it is a problem for the

individual, for the society, and for the system of

higher education. Until these institutions recognize

the existence of this problem, they will not be able to

effectively deal with it. And before they talk about

the restoration of academic integrity, academic

dishonesty must be adequately understood".
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CHAPTER III

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

This study was an investigation of the problem of

academic dishonesty in general, and how it applied to

Arab students in particular. The purpose of the study

was to determine if any difference existed, between

Arab and American students in terms of their attitudes

toward the following aspects of academic dishonesty:

(1) behaviors which constitute academic dishonesty; (2)

the seriousness of academic dishonesty as indicated by

recommended punishment; and (3) the situations in which

Academic dishonesty occurs in reaction to the behavior

of the instructor. The research design included the

following sections:

1. A description of the sample population;

2. A description of the instrument;

3. A methodology for dapting the instrument to
this research;

4. A listing of the hypotheses;

5. A description
and

of the method of data collection;

6. The statistical treatment.
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SAMPLE OF THE STUDY

There was a total of 165 Arabic speaking students

enrolled at Oregon State University in the spring of

1986, and they were divided almost equally: 83

graduates and 82 undergraduates.

Arab students were distributed among various schools

and colleges as follows:

Area of study Graduate Undergraduate

Agriculture 24

Engineering 35

Education 9

Business 1

Math 8

Other 6

13

61

3

5

Total 83 82

A sample of 125 undergraduate and 125 graduate American

students was randomly selected from the Oregon State

University student directory. They were distributed

among various schools and colleges as follows:
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Area of study Graduate Undergraduate

Agriculture 36 20

Engineering 49 93

Education 15

Business 3 4

Math 13

Other 9 8

Total 125 125

Because the Arab student population was so small,

it was decided that the total population would be the

sample for the study. Names and addresses of Arab

students were provided by the International Student

Office at Oregon State University.

SELECTION OF THE INSTRUMENT

The instrument selected for this study was

designed by Willis Edward Kirk (1970). The first

section of his instrument contained 50 different

situations describing students' testing behavior.

Section two contained 28 behavioral situations which

depicted the teacher acting in ways which many students

felt were unfair or unjustified.
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Kirk selected the situations from three research

sources: The first was a study conducted on 38 students

enrolled at Oklahoma Christian College during the

spring of 1965. They were asked to describe all

possible academic dishonesty situations they had ever

engaged in or heard about (Kirk, 1970). The same

students were also asked to indicate how seriously they

regarded academic dishonesty by indicating possible

punishments ranging from warnings to dismissal; and

finally they were asked to describe all possible

situations which might occur in the classroom in

connection with taking an examination or in assignments

of term papers which they felt would be unfair to

students.

The second source for Kirk was an instrument

developed by Anderson (1957). Anderson, in his

attitudinal measurement scale described 28 behavioral

situations. Students were asked to rate, on a

five-point scale, those situations as to the degree of

the student's behavior being justified or unjustified.

Situations (1-5) were desirable ways that students

practice to obtain a high grade. Situations (6-10) were

puzzling to students in terms of their appropriateness.

Situations (11-19) tended to be objectionable but not

totally unjustified. Situations (20-28) were judged

highly objectionable by students.
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The third source was from the thirteen specific

behaviors developed by Bowers (1964), which might be

considered dishonest in light of academic standards.

These specific behaviors were a part of a major

nationwide study conducted by Bower, (1964) in which

more than 5,400 students from 99 institutions

participated.

Kirk (1970) had an overall plan which was to

include in his instrument every conceivable form of

academic dishonesty. These consisted of 50 items which

were summarized under one of the following four groups:

1. Academic dishonesty in connection with the

preparation of or taking of an exam (36 items);

2. Academic dishonesty in preparation of term

papers such as copying and plagiarism (9

items);

3. Academic dishonesty in connection with grading

one's own paper or another student's (3 items);

and

4. Academic dishonesty in homework or papers done

entirely or in part by others, ( 2 items)

The items in this instrument were randomly ordered

so that there would be no indication for students of
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the acceptability or unacceptability of the student's

behavior which the author feared might influence the

responses.

Part two of the instrument contained 28 items that

were designed to determine if a significant difference

existed between the attitudes of the groups relative to

the settings in which academic dishonesty occurred. All

of the academic settings in this part involve the

instructor. Respondents were asked to rate these

behaviors on a scale from 1 to 5 (from behaviors

entirely justified to behaviors not justified at all

with three as no judgment on behavior).

Two types of academic dishonesty were covered in

this section:

1. Academic dishonesty with the preparation or

taking of an examination (25 items); and

2. Academic dishonesty in term papers such as

copying or plagiarism (3 items).

ADAPTING THE INSTRUMENT TO THIS RESEARCH

To increase the validity and the comprehensibility

of the responses of Arab students, the instrument was

translated into the Arabic language by this researcher.

To check the adequacy of the translation, and that the
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meaning of each item was conveyed in the Arabic

translation, two Arab doctoral students were asked to

translate the instrument back into English. A sample of

ten items translated into English by the two Arab

translators, was reviewed by a group of American

doctoral students headed by their major advisor. With

the exception of minor linguistic corrections, the

group decided that the meaning was well conveyed in the

Arabic translation.

The testretest method was used by Kirk (1970) to

determine the reliability of the instrument. The

statistical treatment involved the use of the product

moment correlation, and the coefficient of correlation

reliability was .84.

HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY

The following hypotheses were examined in this
study:

HO
1

: There was no significant difference in the
attitudes toward behaviors which constitute
cheating among the following groups:

Nationality effect

a. Arab and American students.

Class effect

b. Graduate and Undergraduate students

Interaction effect

c. Arab graduate/undergraduate and American
graduate/undergraduate students
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HO
2

: There was no significant difference in the
recommended punishment for the cheating
behavior among the following groups:

Nationality effect

a. Arab and American students.

Class effect
b. Graduate and Undergraduate students

Interaction effect

c. Arab graduate/undergraduate and American
graduate/undergraduate students

HO
3

: There was no significant difference in
attitudes on the academic setting in which
cheating occurs among the following groups:

Nationality effect

a. Arab and American students.

Class effect

b. Graduate and Undergraduate students

Interaction effect

c. Arab graduate/undergraduate and American
graduate/undergraduate students

METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION

All subjects were sent a letter in which they were

told about the purpose of the study, the approximate

time it would take to complete the survey, and the way

to return it after completion.

Arab Students: This researcher personally contacted

all Arab students and enlisted their cooperation to

respond to the survey. Each student was told how to
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respond to the survey items. Sixty-seven undergraduates

answered and returned the survey, but two surveys were

discarded because they were incomplete. Of the graduate

students, 70 returned the survey, but three were

incomplete and two surveys were randomly taken out in

order to have equal number of returned surveys from both

graduate and undergraduate Arab students.

American Students: A letter with the enclosed

survey ( appendix C) was mailed to all randomly selected

American students drawn from the 1985/86 Oregon State

University directory which contains names, areas of

study, addresses and phone number of all students

attending Oregon State University. Seventy eight

undergraduates completed and returned their surveys with

one incomplete and two that contained more than one

answer for each item in the survey. Eighty one graduate

surveys were returned and six of them were randomly

taken out to keep the number equal to the undergraduate

students' returned surveys.

The total number of subjects was 280 students. They

consisted of 65 Arab graduate students, 65 Arab

undergraduate students, 75 American graduate students,

and 75 American undergraduate students. The sample from

Arab students was not equal but proportional to the

sample from the American students.
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Nationality

Arab American Total

C

L Graduate 65 75 140

A
S Undergraduate 65 75 140

S

Total 130 150 280

THE STATISTICAL TREATMENT

The major focus of this study was to determine if a

significant difference existed between the attitudes of

Arab and American students toward the following aspects

of academic dishonesty: (1) behaviors which constitute

Academic dishonesty; (2) the seriousness of academic

dishonesty as recommended by punishment administered;

and (3) the perceptions of situations in which Academic

dishonesty occurs. The general design of the study

included the following:

1. The sample of this study came from a

randomly selected individuals from the two

student groups: American and Arab students at

Oregon State University.

2. A twoway analysis of Variance was used to

test more than one variable at the same time,

while allowing for analysis of interaction
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3. Newman-Keuls multiple comparisons test was

used to detect the source of variance wherever

the hypothesis was rejected

These groups were compared with one other for

statistical significance. The F test was used to

determine this statistical difference. Courtney, (1984)

stated: An F test, simply says that a relationship

exists. The relational fact will be inferred from the

significant differences between two, three or more

means. A statistical test like F says in a relatively

indirect way that there is or is not a relation between

the independent variable (the four student groups) and

the dependent variable, (the scores to the instrument

assigned by respondents). The table for the Analysis of

Variance will look like this:

The Analysis of Variance table

Variance df SS MS F-ratio

Nation

Class

1 A A/1 MS Ratio./MS ERROR

1 B B/1 MS educa./MS ERROR

Nation + 1 C C/1 MS interact./ERROR
Class

Error 277 D D/277

TOTAL 280

57
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SUMMARY

This chapter described the research procedures and

methods which were utilized to examine the data. The

design involved administering the survey to a sample of

students, randomly taken from the American and Arab

student population currently enrolled at Oregon State

University. The hypotheses were tested with a two-way

classification analysis of variance, and the Newman-

Keuls multiple comparison test was used to detect the

source of difference when the hypothesis was rejected.
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CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION OF THE FINDINGS

Introduction

The purpose of this study was to determine whether

there were differences between the mean score of four

distinct groups of students on three aspects of

academic dishonesty.

The first of the three aspects of academic

dishonesty was to determine the behaviors which

constitute cheating. A high mean score for a certain

behavior indicated that this behavior was considered

cheating, whereas, a lower mean score indicated that

the behavior was an acceptable one.

The second aspect of academic dishonesty studied

was the seriousness of cheating behaviors. The higher

mean score indicated that the behavior was a serious

offense and deserved a severe punishment.

The third and the last aspect studied was the

academic setting in which the academic dishonesty

occurred. In this aspect an attempt was made to

determine how students perceived the actions of

teachers in an academic classroom setting. A high mean

score indicated the student's behavior was not
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justified regardless of the actions of the teacher. A

lower mean score indicated the respondents consider the

actions of the faculty unfair and, therefore, the

student was justified in his behavior.

The analysis of the data collected for the study

is presented in four sections. The first section

presents the results of two-way analysis of variance

between the means of respondents from the four student

groups with regard to their attitudes toward cheating

situations. The second section presents the results of

two-way analysis of variance between the means of the

recommended punishment that the respondents gave with

regard to their perception of the seriousness of

cheating behavior. The third section describes the

results of the two-way analysis of variance of 28

academic situations in which cheating could occur as a

reaction to the role of the teacher. Each of the three

sections include the results of the Newman-Keuls

multiple comparison test which was used to identify the

source of variation when the interaction hypothesis was

rejected. The fourth and the last section reports the

findings on selected items where responses produced a

pattern that was possible to isolate and analyze.

The null hypothesis that there is no difference in

mean scores pertaining to the attitudes toward the
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problem of cheating as judged by four student groups,

was tested. The twoway analysis of variance using the

F statistic tested the null hypothesis for each

behavior. The analysis of variance test compares

individual means with other means to determine if there

is a difference between them. The .05 level of

significance was used to determine whether to accept or

reject the null hypotheses. If the computed value of F

of a given mean was less than the critical value of F

at the .05 level of significance, then the hypothesis

was retained. A multiple comparison test, the Newman

Keuls, was used to detect the source of variation when

a hypothesis was rejected by interaction (Nationality

and class level of students). In all, seventy eight

individual hypotheses were tested, one for each

behavior.

FINDINGS RELATIVE TO THE HYPOTHESES UNDER INVESTIGATION

BEHAVIORS WHICH CONSTITUTE CHEATING

Fifty individual hypotheses were tested, one for

each cheating behavior. The test statistics was the F,

with the .05 level of significance being used to assess

for differences. The hypotheses tested were:

H01 :There is no significant difference in
attitudes towards cheating behaviors among
the following groups:
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A: Arab and American students.

Data for American and Arab students' overall

attitudes ( items 1-50 of the survey) toward behaviors

which constitute cheating are presented in the Table I:

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEAN RATINGS OF
ARAB AND AMERICAN STUDENTS ON THE BEHAVIORS

WHICH CONSTITUTE CHEATING

GROUP CASES MEAN F It

ARAB STUDENTS 130 3.46
.095

US. STUDENTS 150 3.57

Discussion:

The findings in Table I indicate that there is no

significant difference between Arab and American

students as to what constitutes cheating behavior. The

null hypothesis which stated there is no difference at

the .05 level of confidence between Arab and American

student attitudes toward behaviors which constitute

cheating was retained. A difference was not found at

the .05 level of confidence.
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B: Graduate and Undergraduate Students:

Data for graduate and undergraduate students'

overall attitudes ( items 1-50 of the survey) toward

behaviors which constitute cheating are presented in

Table II:

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEAN RATINGS OF
GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ON THE

BEHAVIORS WHICH CONSTITUTE CHEATING

GROUP CASES MEAN F

GRAD STUDENTS 140 3.65
.000*

UNDER.GRADS 140 3.37

* Significant at the .01 level of confidence

Discussion:

Table II presents data on graduate and under

graduate students overall attitudes towards behaviors

which constitute cheating.

The findings in Table II indicate that there is a

significant difference between graduate and

undergraduate students as to what constitutes cheating

behavior. Graduate students definitely consider more
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situations as definitely cheating than do undergraduate

students.

The null hypothesis which stated there is no

difference at the .05 level of confidence between

graduate and undergraduate students' attitudes toward

behaviors which constitute cheating was rejected.

C.Nationality and Class level interaction: Arab

graduate/undergraduate and American graduate/

undergraduate students

Interaction between Arab graduate/undergraduate

and American graduate/undergraduate student responses

occurred in six attitudes. Newman-Keuls test was used

to detect the source of variation, and the results are

presented in Table III:



TABLE III
RESULTS OF THE NEWMAN-KEULS TEST (INTERACTION)

ITEM ARG AMG ARUG AMUG SOURCE OF
NO. Behavior MEAN MEAN MEAN MEAN VARIATION

15. In an attempt to get the teacher 1.96 2.03 1.20 1.88 ARUG
to tell more of what he wants on
a certain question, Jennifer asks
the teacher confidentially a
question which might assist her.

19. Accidentally Jean's eyes fall 4.07 3.80 3.16 4.24 ARUG
on Robert's test paper. She
uses the information gained
to answer a question.

25. Realizing that she has a good
rapport with a certain teacher,
Elizabeth inquires about
possible test questions, and
the best answers.

28. The English instructor assigned
a certain play to be read in its
entirety and summarized. Patsy
went to the Master Plots and
used the summary there.

40. Thinking that the instructor
might ask for five major points
on a psychology test, Lucy
writes them down immediately
after she arrives in class
before she forgets them.

2.93 1.51 3.12 1.78

3.49 3.32 3.23 3.72

3.36 2.31 3.40 1.52

AMG
AMUG

NO
DIFFERENCE
DETECTED

AMG
AMUG



TABLE III
RESULTS OF THE NEWMAN-KEULS (INTERACTION)

(CONTINUED)

ITEM ARG AMG ARUG AMUG SOURCE OF

NO. Behavior MEAN MEAN MEAN MEAN VARIATION

50. Since the class was unusually 5.00 5.00 4.52 4.98 ARUG

large, Jake had a friend take
a test for him.

ARG = ARAB GRADUATE STUDENTS
ARUG = ARAB UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
AMG = AMERICAN GRADUATE STUDENTS
AMUG = AMERICAN UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
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Findings:

Arab undergraduate students had the lowest mean

scores in the three items: 15, 19, and 50, two of which

(19 and 50) involved actual cheating in a testing

situation, and the third (15) involved trying to get

information about the test from the instructor.

For items 25 and 40, American students (graduate

and undergraduate) gave the lowest means. Item 25

described using the personal relationship with the

teacher to gain information about the test, and item 40

involved the student's intentions to cheat, not the

actual cheating. For item 28, the Newman Keuls test

did not detect any source of variation among the mean

scores of the four participating groups.

Discussion:

Arab undergraduate students were less inclined

than the other three groups to consider the behavior of

asking the teacher to give some information about what

was expected in the answer to a test item as cheating,

(MEAN = 1.2). Also, their attitude was very close to

the "NO JUDGMENT" choice in the survey, toward the

behavior of using information in the test that was

gained by an accidental eyefall on a neighbor's paper,

(MEAN = 3.16). Having a student take the test for
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someone else was unjustifiable behavior for this group,

(Mean = 4.52), however, their mean was the lowest

compared to the rest of the groups.

Results from a comparison of the overall attitudes

of all groups on behaviors which constitute cheating

are presented in Figure 1.

BEHAVIOR
DEFINITELY 5.0

UNJUSTIFIED 4.5

4.0

3.5
NO JUDGMENT

R ON BEHAVIOR
3.0

A 2.5

T 2.0
I

N BEHAVIOR
1.5

G JUSTIFIED 1.0
S

ARAB AMERICAN
NATIONALITY

Figure 1

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEAN RATINGS OF
ARAB GRADUATE/UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS AND AMERICAN

GRADUATE/UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ON THE
BEHAVIORS WHICH CONSTITUTE CHEATING
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Discussion:

There is an implied finding in figure 1 which

indicates that there is a difference between graduate

and undergraduate Arab students as to what constitute

cheating behavior. Arab graduate students definitely

consider more situations as cheating than do Arab

undergraduate students.

At the same time, there is the implied finding that

there is a difference between American graduate and

undergraduate students as to what constitute cheating

behavior. American graduate students definitely consider

more situations as cheating than do the American

undergraduate students. The null hypothesis that there

is no interaction difference at the .05 level of

confidence between Arab graduate and undergraduate

students and American graduate and undergraduate

students' responses to the questionnaire designed to

assess behaviors which constitute cheating was partially

rejected and partially retained. There was the implied

difference between Arab graduate and undergraduate

students, and the same implied difference between

American graduate and undergraduate students. However,

there was no implied difference found between Arab and

American graduate students and Arab and American

undergraduate students.
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PUNISHMENT FOR CHEATING

Fifty individual hypotheses were tested, one for

each cheating behavior or situation. The test statistic

was the F, with the .05 level of significance being used

to assess for differences. The hypotheses tested were:

HO : There is no significant difference in the
recommended punishment to the cheating behavior
among the following groups:

A: Arab and American students.

Data for American and Arab students' overall

attitudes ( items 1-50 of the survey) toward the

seriousness of cheating behaviors are presented in Table

IV:

TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEAN RATINGS OF
ARAB AND AMERICAN STUDENTS ON THE

SERIOUSNESS OF CHEATING

GROUP CASES MEAN

ARAB STUDENTS 130 7.08
.001

US. STUDENTS 150 7.25

* Significant at the .01 level of confidence

Discussion:

The findings in Table IV indicate that American

students consider cheating a more serious offense than
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do Arab students. American students definitely would

inflict more severe penalties for cheating than would

Arab students.

The null hypothesis which stated there is no

difference at the .05 level of confidence between Arab

and American students responses to the instrument items

designed to assess the seriousness of cheating behavior

was rejected. A difference was found at the .01 level of

confidence.

B. Class Level: Graduate and Undergraduate students

Data for graduate and undergraduate students'

overall attitudes ( items 1-50 of the survey) toward the

seriousness of the cheating behavior and the recommended

punishment are presented in Table V:

TABLE V

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEAN RATINGS OF
GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ON THE

SERIOUSNESS OF CHEATING

GROUP CASES MEAN Ft1

GRAD STUDENTS 140 7.19
.47

UNDER.GRADS 140 7.15
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Discussion:

The findings in Table V indicate that there is no

difference between undergraduate and graduate students

attitudes toward the seriousness of cheating.

The null hypothesis which stated there is no

difference at the .05 level of confidence between

graduate and undergraduate students' responses to the

instrument items designed to assess the seriousness of

cheating was retained.

C.Interaction: Arab graduate/undergraduate and American
graduate/undergraduate students

Interaction between Arab graduate/undergraduate and

American graduate/undergraduate students occurred in

fifteen attitudes. The results of the NewmanKeuls test

which detected the source of variance which caused the

interaction are presented in Table VI:



TABLE VI

ITEM
NO.

RESULTS OF THE NEWMANKEULS TEST

ARG
Behavior MEAN

(INTERACTION)

AMG ARUG
MEAN MEAN

AMUG
MEAN

SOURCE OF
VARIATION

2. John secured some invisible
ink, and made some notes on a
piece of paper. Securing proper
sunglasses to be used in reading
notes made with this ink, John
consulted his notes during a test

8.98 8.30 8.15 8.38 ARG

3. Faced with needing to prepare an
assignment. Frank asks William
to go to the library, and do the
work for him. The paper is turned
as William has prepared it.

8.40 8.13 7.64 8.04 ARUG/AMUG

6. Missing a test because of
illness, Beverly asks her friend
what subjects were covered in
the test.

6.61 6.42 6.10 6.32 ARG/ARUG

8. Having the time limit called on a
test, Julie continues and is able
to answer three more questions.

6.84 6.93 6.64 7.09 ARUG

9. While prparing a term paper, Jim
quoted large amounts of material

7.60 7.52 6.90 7.48 ARUG

from a competent source, but did
not give the original author the
credit for it.



TABLE VI

ITEM
NO.

RESULTS OF THE NEWMANKEULS TEST
(CONTINUED)

ARG
Behavior MEAN

(INTERACTION)

AMG ARUG
MEAN MEAN

AMUG
MEAN

SOURCE OF
VARIATION

12. While grading her own paper,
Jewell corrected her paper, and
gave herself credit for answers
corrected.

8.09 7.97 7.95 8.21 NO DIFF.
DETECTED

16. Judy was asked by John to help
him during a test. Judy agreed,
and passed notes to John during
the examination.

8.03 8.21 7.58 8.41 ARG/ARUG

18. Being required to take a test in
in a blue book, Thelma turned in
empty book, went to the library
and prepared a new blue book and
persuaded the janitor to allow
her to change books in the
instructor's office.

9.18 8.80 8.20 9.08 ARUG

19. Accidentally Jean's eyes fall
on Robert's test paper. 'She
uses the information gained
to answer a question.

7.12 7.15 6.78 7.48 ARUG/AMUG

21. During the test, Elizabeth
feigned illness so she could go
to the restroom, and consult
her notes.

7.72 9.98 7.49 8.52 ARUG/AMUG



ITEM
NO.

25.

TABLE VI
RESULTS OF THE NEWMANKEULS TEST (INTERACTION)

(CONTINUED)

Behavior
ARG AMG ARUG AMUG SOURCE OF

MEAN MEAN MEAN MEAN VARIATION

Realizing that she has a good
rapport with a certain teacher,
Elizabeth inquires about
possible test questions, and
the best answers.

30. During a break in test period,
Joe looked up the desired
information in his notebook.

37. After receiving his test back,
RANDY corrected some answers
and stated grader made a mistake.

49. Joan writes on her arm some
possible answers to different
questions expected on a test.

50. Since the class was unusally
large, Jake had a friend take
a test for him.

6.41 6.28 6.96 6.21 ARUG

7.33 7.71 6.84 7.77 ARUG/AMUG

7.78 7.81 7.67 8.21

8.06 7.89 7.61 8.09

9.41 8.90 8.56 9.34

AMUG

ARG/AMUG

ARG = ARAB GRADUATE STUDENTS /ARUG = ARAB UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
AMG = AMERICAN GRADUATE STUDENTS /AMUG = AMERICAN UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
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Findings:

Arab undergraduate students had the lowest mean

scores in the items that dealt with cheating on exams

(18, 19, 21, 30, 37, 49 and 50) and other items which

involved the preparation of term papers (3 and 9), and

the behavior of someone giving help to someone else

during a test (16). But they had the highest mean in the

item which dealt with using rapport with teacher to gain

information about test item (25).

Discussion:

It seems that Arab students in general, and under-

graduate in particular have different perceptions of

concepts like time, friendship, and separating their

attitudes toward cheating behaviors from their

recommended punishment for those behaviors. To Arab

students, having a time limit called on the test, did

not mean that continuing to answer questions was an

unacceptable behavior. These two groups generated the

lowest mean scores in their attitude and recommended

punishment.

An interesting finding was that Arab undergraduate

students considered the behaviors of a friend, being

asked to help another friend during a test, or using

personal friendship with the instructor to inquire about
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possible test questions, and the best answers,

definitely unjustified behaviors. while the punishment

they recommended for these behaviors ranged from "no

punishment to warning", at a time when the rest of the

groups recommended failing the student or even dropping

him from class.

American undergraduate students perceived the act

of using the information gained by an accidental eye

fall in a test, a behavior definitely not justified.

They also considered feigning illness, during a test, by

a student to go to the restroom to consult notes, an

unacceptable behavior. For both behaviors, this group

recommended the highest punishment mean, which was very

strong warning and giving a failing grade.

Results from a comparison of the overall attitudes

of the graduate and undergraduate Arab and American

students on the seriousness of cheating are given in

Figure 2.
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Figure 2

COMPARISON OF THE "F" TESTS OF DIFFERENT
GROUPS ON THE SERIOUSNESS OF

CHEATING BEHAVIOR
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Discussion:

Figure 2 shows the comparison between graduate and

undergraduate Arab and American students' attitudes

toward the seriousness of cheating and their recommended

punishment.

While the smallest mean difference was between

American graduate and undergraduate students, the

largest mean difference was between the American

undergraduate and Arab undergraduate students. American

undergraduate students consider cheating a much more

serious offense and would inflict more severe punishment

than Arab undergraduate students. The difference was at

the .01 level of confidence. A difference was also found

between Arab graduate and undergraduate students.

The difference between the American graduate and

undergraduate students mean scores (7.23 & 7.28

respectively) was too small to suggest any statistical

significance. However, the direction of the difference

is interesting. American undergraduate students

considered more situations as serious and, therefore,

recommended more severe punishment than any other group

in the study. Arab graduate students' mean score was

higher than the Arab undergraduate mean, which may

suggest that Arab graduate students considered more
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situations as serious and that they deserved more

punishment.

The null hypothesis stated there is no interaction

difference at the .05 level of confidence between Arab

graduate and undergraduate students and American

graduate and undergraduate students responses to the

instrument items designed to assess the seriousness of

cheating. For the most part, it was rejected. There was

the implied difference at the .01 level of confidence

between Arab graduate and American graduate students,

and the same implied difference between Arab

undergraduate and American undergraduate students.

However, there was no implied difference found between

American graduate and undergraduate students except the

direction of the small difference in the means was

against the expected.

ACADEMIC SETTING AS AN ASPECT OF CREATING

Twentyeight individual hypotheses were tested, one

for each academic setting or situation. The test

statistic was the F, with the .05 level of significance

being used to assess for differences. The hypotheses

tested were:

H03 :There is no significant difference in attitudes
toward academic setting in which cheating
occurs among the follwing groups:
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A. Arab and American students:

Data for American and Arab students' overall

attitudes toward the academic settings or situations in

which cheating occurs are presented in Table VII:

TABLE VII

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEAN RATINGS OF
ARAB AND AMERICAN STUDENTS ON THE ACADEMIC

SETTINGS IN WHICH CHEATING OCCURS

Group Cases Mean "F"
Value

Arab Students 130 4.35
.000*

American Students 150 4.69

*difference is significant at the .01 level
of significance

Discussion:

The findings in Table VII indicate that there was

difference between Arab and American students attitudes

toward the academic settings in which cheating occurs.

Both groups generated high mean scores which suggested

that they did not tolerate the students behavior

irrespective of the teacher's actions in the situations

described in the instrument. Yet, American students

displayed more dissatisfaction than Arab students with

those settings.
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The null hypothesis which stated there is no

difference at the .05 level of confidence between

American and Arab student responses to the instrument

items designed to assess the academic setting or

situation in which cheating behavior occurs was

rejected. A difference between the two groups was found

at the .01 level of confidence.

B. Graduate and undergraduate students:

Data for graduate and undergraduate students'

overall attitudes toward the academic settings or

situations in which cheating occurs are presented in

Table VIII:

TABLE VIII

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEAN RATINGS OF
ARAB AND AMERICAN STUDENTS ON THE ACADEMIC

SETTINGS IN WHICH CHEATING OCCURS

Group Cases Mean "F"
Value

Grad. Students

Undergrad. Students

130 4.74

150 4.32
.000*

*difference is significant at the .01 level
of significance
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Discussion:

The findings in Table VIII indicate that there is

difference between undergraduate and graduate students'

attitudes toward the academic settings in which cheating

occurs. Both groups generated high mean scores which

suggested that they did not tolerate the students'

behavior irrespective of the teacher's actions in the

situations described in the instrument. Yet, graduate

students considered more behaviors or situations as

unjustified regardless of the teacher's actions.

The null hypothesis which stated there is no

difference at the .05 level of confidence between

graduate and undergraduate students responses to the

instrument items designed to assess the academic setting

or situation in which cheating behavior occurs was

rejected. A difference between the two groups was found

at the .01 level of confidence.

C.Nationality and Class Level interaction:Arab

graduate/undergraduate and American graduate/

undergraduate students.

Interaction between Arab and American, graduate and

undergraduate students occurred in twenty two attitudes.

NewmanKeuls test was used to detect the source of

variation, and the results are presented in Table IX.



TABLE IX

ITEM
NO.

RESULTS OF THE NEWMANKEULS TEST

ARG
Behavior MEAN

(INTERACTION)

AMG ARUG
MEAN MEAN

AMUG
MEAN

SOURCE OF
VARIATION

53. Knowing how easy it is to cheat
when chairs are close together,
June felt it was perfectly
satisfactory for her to look
on her neighbor's paper.

4.80 4.92 4.27 4.93 ARUG

54. Since the English teacher has
given same test year after year

3.58 2.22 1.72 2.36 ARUG

John felt there was no wrong in
securing old tests, and using
them in preparing for his
present tests.

55. Several students perceive that
instructor is aware that cheating
is being practiced in class, but
does nothing about it. Susan
aware of this decided to take
some notes to class which would
help her during the test.

4.46 4.60 3.55 4.44 ARUG

56. Feeling that instructor is 4.63 4.82 3.50 4.61 ARUG

only interested in grades, Jane
felt she was right in talking
over the answers on a test with
a student near her.



ITEM
NO.

TABLE IX
RESULTS OF THE NEWMANKEULS TEST (INTERACTION)

(CONTINUED)

Behavior

57. Very often the chemistry teacher
gives pop quizzes. Delores felt
these were unfair, so she looked
in the notebook at her feet to
answer questions in the test.

59. A math instructor is very friendly
and congenial in his classes. When
he leaves the room, Jane feels
this is a license for her to cheat

60. Since the lectures were dull,
Maggie felt it was alright to
cheat.

62. Realizing that instructor will
grade on curve, and competition
will be great, Jesse cheats on
the final exam.

63. Being in a large class, feeling
there will less likelihood of
being caught, Joe cheats on test.

ARG
MEAN

AMG
MEAN

ARUG
MEAN

AMUG
MEAN

SOURCE OF
VARIATION

4.84 4.88 4.12 4.60 ARUG/AMUG

4.95 4.98 4.56 4.86 ARUG

4.95 4.92 4.56 4.86 ARUG

5.00 4.96 4.24 4.84 ARUG

5.00 4.94 4.73 4.94 ARUG



TABLE IX
RESULTS OF THE NEWMANKEULS TEST (INTERACTION)

(CONTINUED)

ITEM ARG AMG ARUG AMUG SOURCE OF
NO. Behavior MEAN MEAN MEAN MEAN VARIATION

64. Face with a tru-false Test, and
realizing it would be easy to
look on his neighbor's paper,
Joe cheats on a test.

66. Since most of the students felt
the instructor was lenient on
cheating, and would do nothing
about it, Sue decided to copy
from her neighbor.

67. With the assignment of several
outside papers, Bill felt it was
alright for him to copy his room-
mate's term paper, and turn it
in for his own.

68. John saw others cheating. Knowing
this would raise the average, he
felt he was justified in cheating.

69. While Shirly would not cheat on
an examination, she felt it was
alright to copy outside work.

4.92 4.96 4.70 4.94 ARUG

4.92 4.89 3.49 4.73 ARUG

4.87 4.94 4.35 4.82 ARUG

4.73 4.86 3.64 4.69 ARUG

4.21 4.63 3.07 4.32 ARUG



ITEM
NO.

TABLE IX
RESULTS OF THE NEWMANKEULS TEST (INTERACTION)

(CONTINUED)

Behavior

70. Feeling the instrcutor was un
reasonable, Susie felt cheating
in his class was justified.

72. Because Professor's Milton was
suspicious and distrusting of
students in his class, Jell felt
justified in cheating.

73. Knowing that Professor Sparks
would assign a limited number'of
good grades, Joel cheated during
a test.

74. Having been assigned large amounts
of outsdie work, and hearing that
the instructor would never grade,
Frank copies the work from
another student.

75. Since the instrcutor determined
in advance the percentage of
students who would get good grades
no matter how had others worked,
Joe felt justified in cheating.

ARG
MEAN

AMG
MEAN

ARUG
MEAN

AMUG
MEAN

SOURCE OF
VARIATION

4.53 4.90 3.53 4.60 ARUG

4.61 4.93 4.04 4.80 ARUG

4.73 4.85 4.40 4.92 ARUG

4.23 4.51 3.07 4.09 ARUG

4.83 4.86 3.80 4.45 ARUG



TABLE IX
RESULTS OF THE NEWMANKEULS TEST (INTERACTION)

(CONTINUED)

ITEM
NO. Behavior

ARG
MEAN

AMG
MEAN

ARUG
MEAN

AMUG
MEAN

SOURCE OF
VARIATION

76. Being unaware of any punishment
the instructor would give to a
student caught cheating. Sylvis
decided to cheat on a test.

5.00 4.92 4.26 4.80 ARUG

77. With several others in the class
cheating. Steve decided it was
alright to copy from heis friend's
paper.

4.63 4.89 4.04 4.76 ARUG

78. Because he was concinced Dr.Hughes 4.53 4.89 3.64 4.73 ARUG
would be unfair in grading his
test, Joe felt justified in
cheating.

ARG = ARAB GRADUATE STUDENTS
ARUG = ARAB UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
AMG = AMERICAN GRADUATE STUDENTS
AMUG = AMERICAN UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
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Discussion:

There were mean score differences among the four

groups in their attitudes toward the academic situations

in which cheating occurred. The results of the Newman

Keuls test indicated that Arab undergraduate students'

low mean scores were the source of the variation in most

interaction items. This group considered the actions of

the instructor as reason or justification for the

student behavior in those academic situations. Other

groups considered those behaviors as cheating

irrespective of the actions of the instructor. Section 4

of this chapter reports selected findings which included

most of academic situations in which cheating occurred.

Results from a comparison of the attitudes of the

four student groups toward academic settings in which

cheating occurs are presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEAN
RATINGS OF ARAB GRADUATE/UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS AND

AMERICAN GRADUATE/UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ON THE ACADEMIC
SETTINGS IN WHICH CHEATING OCCURS

The means of the four groups were:

2E1(12.
Mean

Arab graduate students
Arab undergraduate students
American graduate students
American undergraduate students

Discussion:

4.71
3.99
4.77
4.62

A higher mean in this figure, indicates that

American students are more severe than Arab students in

condemning student cheating behavior irrespective of the

teacher's actions as depicted in the situations
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described in the instrument. From the Arab student's

standpoint, the findings infer a more tolerant attitude

toward other students' cheating behaviors. The null

hypothesis which stated there is no difference at the

.05 level of confidence between American and Arab

student responses to the instrument items designed to

assess the academic setting or situation in which

cheating behavior occurs was rejected. A difference

between the two groups was found at the .01 level of

confidence.

As for the interaction between the groups, this

figure indicates that this was the case. The difference

in the means between American graduate and Arab graduate

students was very small, however, the American

undergraduate students have a much higher mean than the

Arab undergraduate students mean, which suggests that

they condemn more behaviors as definitely unjustified

irrespective of the behavior of the teacher. American

graduate students perceive behaviors in the academic

setting as strictly as American undergraduate student.

The null hypothesis which stated there is no difference

at the .05 level of confidence between the American

graduate and undergraduate students' responses to the

instrument items designed to assess the academic setting

or situations in which cheating behaviors occur was

retained as no difference was found.
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Arab graduate students perceived student behaviors

in the academic setting more strictly than did the Arab

undergraduate students. Arab undergraduate students

considered a student's behavior as justified in the

academic setting much more frequently than did Arab

graduate students. The strictness with which students

perceive another student's behavior may indicate that,

irrespective of the teacher's behavior, the student is

not justified in actions which might be considered

cheating. By the same token, Arab undergraduate

students, when they saw a teacher acting in a way they

might have considered unfair, felt the students were

justified in their reactions to those behaviors.

The null hypothesis which stated there is no

interaction attitude difference at the .05 level of

confidence between students' nationality and their class

level toward academic setting in which cheating occurs

was rejected. The difference was found at the .01 level

of confidence.
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DISCUSSION OF SELECTED ITEMS: CHEATING BEHAVIORS AND

RECOMMENDED PUNISHMENT

The previous three sections of this chapter dealt

with the overall results of the Analysis of Variance of

all the items of the survey as they applied to the three

aspects of academic dishonesty. In each section, the

attitudes of the four student groups toward one of the

three aspects of academic dishonesty were discussed.

Section 1 dealt with attitudes toward behaviors which

constitute cheating, section 2 dealt with the

recommended punishment for the cheating behavior, and

section 3 dealt with attitudes toward the academic

settings in which cheating occurs. Those were the

findings of the attitudes of all students groups toward

the instrument items as a whole, but when we looked at

the results of the two-way analysis of variance on each

behavior separately, we found that certain behaviors

produced unusual findings that were worthy to be

reported in a separate section. The Newman-Keuls test

was used to tell us which student group was the source

of difference in that particular behavior or situation.

Asking others who took the course about test items:
4. Knowing that Phil has taken the course, John

approached him to talk about the kind of tests this
particular instructor gives.

7. Lucille, knowing that Jane has taken this course,
asks her for any previous tests which have been
given that she might study them.
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Arab students, both undergraduate and graduate, had

a higher mean score than American student in responding

to these two items. This finding suggests that Arab

students were more critical and judgmental of that

behavior. This attitude was also reflected in there

recommended punishment which was a strong warning

against repeating such a behavior.

Helping a friend during a test:

16. Judy was asked by John to help him during a test.
Judy agreed, and passed notes to John during the

examination.

46. Joe wanted his friend to make a good grade, so when
grading his paper, he deliberately marked as
correct some false answers.

There was neither nationality nor class level

attitude difference toward the behavior of a student

being asked by a friend to help him on a test. All

groups considered such behavior as definitely not

justified. They, however, differed in their punishment .

Arab students, recommended warning the student who gave

the help, while American students decided failing the

giver, a punishment of course, which included a severe

message of warning.

Take-home tests:

39. On a take-home test, where the instructor asks that
each student do the test without outside help, Judy
and Melinda assist each other in arriving at the
best answers.
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Arab students, both graduate and undergraduate were

close to the "no judgment" in their means, and their

recommended punishment was closer to 'no punishment'

option, while American students considered such a

behavior not justified and selected a stronger warning

against the students' behavior.

Using the same term paper for sore than one course:

33. After preparing a term paper, Jim turned it for
several different courses over a period of years.

38. Jim has prepared and turned a term paper for a
previous course he has taken. Now faced with a
similar assignment in another course, he retypes the

front cover, and turns in the same paper.

There was a difference between graduate and

undergraduate students' attitudes toward those

behaviors. Undergraduate students, Americans and Arabs,

had a lower mean scores in responding to those

situations, which suggested they were less sure or less

judgmental about students' actions, while graduate

students considered those behaviors as more cheating.

Correcting own test paper and giving the self credit for

corrected answers:

12. While grading her own paper, Jewell corrected her
paper, and gave herself credit for answers
corrected.

37. After receiving his test back, Randy corrected some
answers and stated the grader made a mistake.
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There was no nationality or class level difference

in the attitude toward this behavior. All groups

considered such a behavior as definitely unjustified as

reflected in their high means. There was, however, an

interaction difference in their recommended punishment.

The results of the NewmanKeuls test indicated that

American undergraduate students had recommended the

highest punishment means which were failing the student

on that test, while the rest of the groups recommended

warning the student against committing such an act.

Cheating takes place because other students cheat too:

68. John saw others cheating and knowing this would
raise the average, felt he was justified in
cheating.

77. With several others in the class cheating, Steve
decided it was all right to copy from his friend's
paper.

Arab students, the undergraduates in particular, as

reflected in their lower mean scores when they responded

to those items, indicated that they were less judgmental

of the student's behavior, and considered it less

cheating than did the American students. Other students'

cheating may have been used by this group as a

legitimate reason or rationale why they could do the

same. American students, considered those actions as

definitely not justified behaviors irrespective of other

students' cheating. This finding was consistent with the
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reviewed literature findings that some students cheat on

exams when they see others cheating. The motives for

cheating could be the concern that cheaters will have

higher grades, and or the chances of being not caught

are high.

Cheating on tests is wrong, but it is all right to copy
outside work:

69. While Shirley would not cheat on an examination, she
felt it was all right to copy outside work.

Again Arab students produced the lowest mean scores

in their response to this item, which suggested they

were less condemning of that behavior than the American

students who considered it definitely a cheating. To

Arab students, outside work could have been perceived as

less in the evaluation process.

Teacher is lenient on cheating:

55. Several students perceive that the instructor is
aware that cheating is being practiced in his
classes, but does nothing about it, Susan aware of
this decided to take some notes to class which would
help her during the test.

66. Since most of the students felt the instructor was
lenient on cheating, and would probably do nothing
about it, Susan decided to copy from her neighbor.

The very low mean scores of Arab undergraduate

students on these two items were the source of variation

that occurred. This group considered the students'

actions as less cheating. In fact, their mean score was

close to the "NO JUDGMENT" option, while the other three
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groups, including Arab graduate students, considered

those behaviors as definitely cheating. This finding was

consistent with the reviewed literature finding that

cheating was higher when the instructor helped or was

perceived to help create an opportunity for cheating,

especially when the chances of cheaters being caught

were low.

Students cheat because teacher is unfair in grading:

62. Realizing that the instructor will grade on the
curve, and therefore, competition will be great,
Jesse cheats in the final examination.

73. Knowing that professor Sparks would assign a limited
number of good grades, Joel cheated during a test.

75. Since the instructor had determined in advance the
percentage of students who would get good grades no
matter how hard others worked, Joe felt justified in
cheating.

Undergraduate students, both American and Arabs,

produced lower mean scores than graduate students of

both nationalities. That finding indicated that

undergraduate students were not as strict as graduate

students in considering those behaviors as cheating as

did graduate students. These findings were consistent

with the findings of the reviewed literature that

cheating was higher in the testing situation when the

instructor was perceived by students to place too much

emphasis on grades and ignored students' efforts to

improve their academic achievements through hard work.
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Student cheats because she is unaware of any punishment
to be given if caught cheating:

76. Being unaware of any punishment the instructor would
give to a student caught cheating, Sylvia decided to
cheat on a test.

Arab undergraduate students scored the lowest in

their means when they responded to this item. This group

indicated less inclination to see that behavior as

cheating as did the other three groups. It is not clear

whether this response was influenced by other responses

when Arab undergraduates considered the instructor's

actions to help justify the cheating behavior, or by

possible influence of their cultural background on their

perceptions of what constitutes cheating behavior.

SUMMARY

In this chapter, the differences between the mean

scores of the four studied groups on three aspects of

cheating were presented. The two-way analysis of

variance was used to analyze designated means, and the

Newman-Keuls test was used to detect the source of

difference when an interaction difference among the

groups occurred.

On the attitudes toward behaviors which constituted

cheating, there was no difference between Arab and

American students attitudes toward those behaviors. The

null hypothesis which stated that there is no difference
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between Arab and American students was retained. There

was a difference between graduate and undergraduate

students. The null hypothesis which stated that there is

no difference between graduate and undergraduate

students was rejected.

On the attitude of all groups toward the

seriousness of cheating, there was a difference between

Arab and American students recommended punishment. There

was no difference found between graduate and

undergraduate students in their recommended punishment.

The null hypothesis which stated that there is no

difference between Arab and American students at the .05

level of confidence was rejected. The null hypothesis

which stated that there is no difference between

graduate and undergraduate students at the .05 level of

confidence was retained.

On the third aspect of cheating studied were the

attitudes of all groups toward the academic setting in

which cheating occurs, the most difference of the entire

study was found. An interaction difference at the .01

level of confidence resulted. The greatest mean

difference was between Arab graduate and undergraduate

students. Of the twenty eight attitude interactions,

twenty resulted from the lowest means that Arab

undergraduate students had. A total of seventeen
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attitudes are included in the third part of the survey

which was designed to assess the academic setting in

which cheating occurs. This finding suggests that Arab

undergraduate students were less inclined to make

decisions on those situations than the rest of the

groups, a tolerance in their attitudes toward other

students' behaviors in different academic settings. They

may have considered those behaviors as a normal reaction

to the situation including the role of the teacher.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following chapter of this study is presented in the
following format:

1. The summary of the research.

2. The selected findings and conclusions of this study.

3. The recommendations and implications for further
action and research.

SUMMARY

The problem of academic dishonesty is not a

strange phenomenon to most teachers, administrators,

and students. It is a widespread problem on college and

university campuses. Educators and researchers have

concluded that there is a need for a clarification of

what constitutes a cheating behavior, a better

understanding among students of those academic

practices which are acceptable and honest, and a more

aggressive awareness campaign of the school policies

and regulations on how to control the spread of

academic dishonesty, and the penalties for the cheating

behavior. Administrators, faculty members and students

at American colleges and universities may feel strongly

about certain practices, but, apparently, these

feelings are not as well understood and shared by
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foreign students. Policies and regulations which are

formulated by academic institutions to reduce the

spread and severity of cheating seem to be on the

increase in frequency and intensity.

The central purpose of this study has been to

examine Arab and American, graduate and undergraduate

students' attitudes toward three aspects of academic

dishonesty: The first aspect was the behaviors which

constitute cheating; the second was the seriousness of

cheating behaviors as judged by participating students;

and the third aspect was the academic settings in which

cheating behavior occurs.

The groups compared for differences were: American

and Arab, graduate and undergraduate students enrolled

at Oregon State University. The study is somewhat

unique in that it compares American students with a

group of foreign students in their attitudes toward the

concept of academic dishonesty. A depth review of the

literature indicated that foreign students had

apparently not been included in a study as an

independent group. The results of this study can not be

generalized over all foreign student groups, however,

they are expected to contribute to a better

understanding of the issue of academic dishonesty as it

is perceived by one foreign student group. Further,
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these results are also expected to encourage

researchers to study other foreign student groups and

compare their attitudes with American students on the

issue of academic dishonesty.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The objectives of this study were to:

Objective #1:

Review the literature related to the concept of
academic dishonesty

The review of the related literature was conducted

in the areas of historical perspective of academic

dishonesty; sex differences and cheating; reasons why

cheating takes place; attitudes of faculty members

toward cheating; and existing policies and regulations

aimed at reducing the spread of academic dishonesty.

Among the major issues that surfaced in this review

were:

1. Academic dishonesty has been a problem at

colleges and universities for a long time,

possibly as long as colleges and universities

have existed. Regardless of the various and

sophisticated deterrent efforts by educators,

cheating continues to be widespread.
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2. Cheating does not appear to be a sex specific.

Both male and female students cheat, but under

sanction threats and/or absence of opportunity,

female students were found to cheat less.

3. The reasons why students cheat have been found

to be related to the direct or indirect

influence of various factors:

3.a.Stress: It was reported that pressure to

get good grades from parents, relatives and

academic institutions was strong reason for

academic dishonesty. Other studies indicated

that the importance of grades was the main

reason behind cheating.

3.b. Personality Characteristics: Cheaters were

found to have a high need for social

acceptance. This need made them cheat more

because they were concerned about other

people's negative perceptions of them if they

failed. They were typically low achievers,

who reported more frequent active and

physical parental discipline. They were

described as more neurotic, less self

sufficient, and more aggressive, antagonistic

and domineering.
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They were found to have negative

selfperceptions, a low expectancy of

success and a high level of anxiety,

especially in evaluation sessions. Overall,

they demonstrated lower levels of effort to

succeed in their academic work.

3.c.Environmental factors: Research indicated

that there were some conditions which seemed

to produce increased cheating: they were the

use of multiple choice tests in large

classrooms, teacher's emphasis on grades

rather than student's needs, frequent use of

the same exam, presence of the opportunity to

cheat, and lack of clear policy on the

consequences of cheating.

3.d. Definitions of academic dishonesty: There

is evidence that some students cheat because

they think that certain behaviors do not

constitute cheating. An example is copying

some lines from a source without footnoting

it in a paper, or asking someone about an

exam who already had taken it.

4. Students have more lenient attitudes towards

academic dishonesty than faculty. It is

suggested that their experience of trying to
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cope with the stress caused by the academic

setting makes them develop a more tolerant

attitude toward the attempts by some students

to survive.

5. Teachers generally agree as to what constitutes

cheating, but differ on how to deal with

students who are caught cheating, especially

when discipline involves higher authorities

like administrators or the courts.

6. Teachers consciously, or unconsciously,

contribute to cheating when they behave as

though they are the only source of information,

lack the needed dedication to teach, emphasize

the importance of grades over the needs of

students and when they make tests unnecessarily

difficult with the intent of wading out

students, or impressing colleagues.

7. Most of the literature reviewed suggested a

critical need for a comprehensive definition of

what constitutes cheating in schools. Students

are not fully aware of the importance of

academic integrity, and the price they would

pay if they violate this integrity. There was

also an identified and stated need for serious
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efforts to curb organized cheating activities

like companies which sell research papers to

students.

Objective #2:

2.a. Identify, modify and select an existing
instrument to investigate the attitudes of four
student groups toward three aspects of academic
dishonesty.

The process of identifying and selection of the

instrument was conducted in the following steps:

1. An extensive review of literature was conducted

from which Kirk's instrument " A SURVEY OF

ATTITUDES TOWARD CHEATING" was selected. The

instrument contained a total of seventy eight

items that were designed to assess student

attitudes toward three aspects of academic

dishonesty: behaviors that constitute cheating,

the seriousness of the cheating behavior, and

the academic situations in which cheating

occurs.

2. Permission was requested and received from the

author to modify and utilize the instrument.

3. For validity and applicability with the Arab

student portion of the population, the

instrument was translated from English into
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Arabic, and then back translated into English

by a group of Arab doctoral students.

2.b. Administer the instrument to a randomly selected
sample of Arab and American graduate and
undergraduate students attending Oregon State
University.

Each subject selected was provided a survey

instrument and was requested to respond to all items. A

total of 280 surveys representing the four student

groups were returned and analyzed. The groups were Arab

graduates 65, Arab undergraduates 65, American graduate

125, and American undergraduates 125.

Objective #3:

Determine if differences in attitudes toward the
three aspects of academic dishonesty exist among the
four student groups participating in the study, by using
the selected instrument and methodology.

Hypotheses tested in the study:

HO
1
There is no difference between the attitudes of
Arab and American students toward the following
three concepts of academic dishonesty:
Behaviors which constitute cheating;
seriousness of the recommended punishment; and
academic settings in which cheating occurs.

HO
2
There is no difference between the attitudes of
undergraduate and graduate students toward the
following three concepts of academic
dishonesty: Behaviors which constitute
cheating; seriousness of the recommended
punishment; and academic settings in which
cheating occurs.
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HO
3
There is no interaction difference between
Arab and American, graduate and undergraduate
students' attitudes toward the following three
concepts of academic dishonesty: Behaviors
which constitute cheating; seriousness of the
recommended punishment; and academic settings
in which cheating occurs.

SELECTED FINDINGS

A two-way analysis of variance was used to test the

hypothesis that no differences existed between and among

the attitudes of Arab and American, graduate and

undergraduate students, toward the three aspects of

academic dishonesty. A multiple comparison test, the

Newman-Keuls, was used to detect the source of variation

anytime there was a rejection by interaction of the

hypothesis between the nationality and the class level

of students.

The following findings were reported. If the

hypothesis was rejected, the difference was at the .05

level of confidence, unless stated otherwise.

Behaviors which constitute cheating:

1. Overall statistical analysis revealed that there was

no difference between American and Arab students'

attitudes toward behaviors which constitute cheating.

Both nationalities had similar attitudes toward the

behaviors described in the instrument, whether the

behaviors were justified or definitely unjustified.
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2. The same statistical analysis revealed that there was

a difference between undergraduate and graduate

students in their attitudes toward cheating

behaviors. Graduate students, as reflected in their

higher mean scores, considered more behaviors as

cheating, and therefore, unjustifiable. Undergraduate

students' judgment generally was closer to 'NO

JUDGMENT' option for most items in the survey,

suggesting a lack of clear orientation to the

university's expectations for academic integrity.

3. There was a interaction difference between Arab and

American, graduate and undergraduate students on six

attitudes towards behaviors which constitute

cheating. Among those attitudes were the following:

a. Arab undergraduate students considered the

behavior of asking the teacher to explain what

he wants on a certain question to be more

acceptable than the other three groups. This

same group was inclined to be nonjudgmental on

the practice of using information in a test

which was gained by an accidental eye fall on a

neighbor's test paper. The other three groups

considered that behavior as cheating. Although

the Arab undergraduate group considered the act

of asking a friend to take a test for him or her
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as a cheating behavior, their mean score was the

lowest among the four groups. The other three

groups considered the same behavior as clearly

unjustifiable.

b. Respondents were asked to judge the situation

where the teacher asked that students read an

entire assignment before they summarized it, and

a student used a preprepared summary without

reading the text, Arab undergraduate students

had a mean score which was very close to the 'no

judgment', indicating considerable ambivalence

about their answers. American undergraduates

considered such a behavior as cheating as

reflected in their higher mean.

c. Arab students apparently differentiated between

actual cheating and the intentions to cheat. For

example in the situation when a student,

thinking that the teacher might ask about

certain points in a test, wrote those points

down immediately after arriving in class. This

was seen a cheating behavior to Arab students,

while American students did not consider it

cheating.

d. Students working together on a take home test

where the instructor asks that each student do
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the test without outside help was not considered

to be as cheating behavior by Arab students as

it was by American students. The nationality

difference on this behavior was at the .01

level of confidence.

The seriousness of the cheating behaviors:

1. Overall statistical analysis revealed that there was

a difference between the means scores of American

and Arab students relative to recommended punishment

of cheating behavior. American students recommended

more punishment than Arab students for the behaviors

that they considered cheating. Arab students were

consistently less severe in their recommended

punishment, even when they considered the behavior as

a cheating behavior.

2. The same statistical analysis revealed that there was

no class effect difference between graduate and

undergraduate students' recommended punishment for

the cheating behaviors. Both levels, graduates and

undergraduates, had similar recommended punishment to

the cheating behaviors.

3. There was a interaction difference at the .01 level

of confidence between Arab and American, graduate and

undergraduate students on fifteen recommended

punishment items. Among the more items were:
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a. The behavior of helping a friend during a test

was considered to be cheating by all groups,

however, they recommended that the behavior not

be severely punished. Arab students, the

undergraduates in particular, were considerably

more lenient in their recommended punishment

toward that behavior.

b. Arab students did not consider the behavior of a

student continuing to answer a test after the

instructor had called the time limit as a

behavior that required any punishment, or even a

warning. American students recommended that such

a student should be at least warned against that

behavior.

c. American students recommended more punishment

than Arab students for the behavior of a student

who used information on his test that was gained

by an accidental eye fall on a neighbor's test

paper. Arab student, did not judge this to be

cheating and recommended against punishment.

Possibly they may have thought that the student

who used the information gained in this manner

did not intend to look at his neighbor's paper,

and therefore was not committing a breach of

academic honesty.
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The academic settings or situations in which cheating
behavior occurs:

Results of the two-way analysis of variance of

items designed to assess this aspect of academic

dishonesty indicated that there was a nationality and

class level interaction difference among the four

participating student groups. The interaction difference

was at the .01 level of confidence.

Arab graduate students' attitudes did not differ

from those of American graduate students toward academic

situations in which cheating occured. Both groups had

very similar mean scores ( Arab mean = 4.71, American

mean = 4.77), which suggested they considered those

situations as cheating. American graduate students

attitudes toward academic situations did not only differ

from those of American undergraduate students toward

similar academic situations. However, a difference in

attitudes was discovered between American undergraduate

and Arab undergraduate students. Additionally a

difference was found between Arab graduate and

undergraduate student attitudes. The largest mean score

difference was between American graduate students and

Arab undergraduate students, 4.77 and 3.99 respectively.

This finding suggested that Arab undergraduate students

were less clear about situations that constitute

cheating behaviors than the other groups. This obvious
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difference in previous experience with the American

education setting between Arab undergraduates and their

counterparts in the study, and the absence of any

activity or materials designed to orient this group to

the situation seemingly produced a profound and

potentially damaging difference in the level of

understanding and potential cheating behavior among this

cohort.

CONCLUSIONS

Because the samples of Arab and American students

who participated in this study came from one

institution, it is necessary to point out that the

following conclusions apply to the Oregon State

University population, and in no way should be

generalized beyond this institution. As a result of the

findings of this study, the following conclusions are

made:

1. Arab undergraduate student understanding of the

definitions of academic honesty in an American

educational setting differs from that of Arab

graduate and American undergraduate and graduate

students. This difference in understanding what

constitutes cheating is a potentially serious

impediment to their successful survival in that
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setting. Arab undergraduate students were

considerably less critical of the behavior of a

student asking the instructor to give some

information about what was expected in the answer to

a test question. They were also less judgmental of

the student who used information in a test that was

gained by an accidental eye fall on a neighbor's test

paper. The punishment this group recommended for this

behavior was also less severe than other groups,

(mean score = 6.78). Their recommendation generally

fell between 'NO PUNISHMENT and STUDENT SHOULD BE

WARNED' on the survey.

2. American graduate and undergraduate students

indicated that they would inflict more serious and

severe punishment for cheating behaviors than Arab

students. This perhaps, could be seen as a cultural

difference, with Arab students more concerned with

the success of their brothers and less caught up in

the competition for grades.

3. Arab students were also possibly influenced by their

cultural background when they responded to items that

dealt with the concepts of time while taking a test.

This group did not consider the action of a student

who continued to answer questions after the

instructor called the time limit on a test as

cheating, and did not recommend punishment for that
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behavior. Time to this group of students was probably

not seen as an important limiting factor since the

main issue was to finish answering all questions

regardless if time was over.

4. Arab students, although in agreement with American

students that helping a friend in a test was not a

justified behavior, were less inclined to recommend

severe punishment for this behavior. To this group,

cheating, that is helping a friend, was justified to

reach a higher goal which was to see that the friend

was helped to pass the test. Friendship, it may be

inferred, creates an obligation for the person to

make other sacrifices. In the Arab culture, helping a

friend in need could be seen as an aspect of honesty,

especially if the help is aimed at defeating a

system.

5. There was no difference between American and Arab

graduate students' attitudes towards the academic

situations in which students cheated in reaction to

the instructor's actions. Both groups considered the

student's behavior as cheating, and that students had

no right to cheat irrespective of the instructor's

actions. This probably was a reflection of both

increased exposure to the academic setting and or
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awareness of the competitive nature of grading in

most classes.

6. The largest difference in attitude toward the

academic situations in which cheating occurred was

between the two groups of Arab students. Arab

graduate students had much higher means than Arab

undergraduates, which suggested that Arab

undergraduates felt that the actions of the

instructor were unfair and therefore justified the

student's cheating behavior. Arab undergraduate

students' attitudes were consistent with the findings

reported in the literature that some students would

cheat if the opportunity was available. Examples of

the types of opportunities cited included the

teacher's frequent use of TrueFalse Tests in large

classes and leaving the class during the testing

situation.

7. As previously indicated, Arab students may have

possibly been influenced by their cultural background

which encourages socialization. In that culture,

where it is difficult to separate work and play,

working together on a take home test or other

assignment may not be perceived as cheating even if

the instructor clearly required students to work

individually on the test. Arab students, with this
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cultural influence in mind, were less inclined to

punish such a behavior.

While this study indicated that American students

perceive cheating more strictly than Arab students, a

limitation of this study mentioned earlier that must be

re- emphasized here, is that one cannot relate attitudes

with actual practice with any degree of certainty. An

individual may have strong opinions, but he is unwilling

to act on the opinion if the act is perceived

differently by the system under which he is functioning.

While there were several differences between groups

identified, both groups were unclear about several items

as indicated by the frequent choice of 'NO JUDGMENT' as

their response.

Objective #4: Utilize findings and conclusions of this

study to prepare general recommendations for promotion

of constructive strategies to help reduce the amount and

severity of academic dishonesty.

This objective will be presented in the following

section under two parts:

1. Recommendations for Action.
2. Recommendations for Further Studies.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION

The findings of this study should contribute to a

better understanding of the nature of cheating and to

the initiation of policies, regulations and orientation

strategies that hopefully will reduce the amount of

academic dishonesty. Apparently Arab students and

American students perceived the three aspects of

academic dishonesty differently. A clearly defined

policy at each campus, created and adopted by students,

administrators and faculty and published for the

guidance of the entire academic community would help

much in reducing cheating.

On the basis of the findings of this study, the

following recommendations are made:

1. Colleges and universities should develop and publish

a comprehensive statement on academic dishonesty.

Some behaviors such as collaboration and plagiarism,

are not perceived by students, especially foreign,

as cheating. Foreign students in particular, should

be made aware of these statements so that their

cultural background and lack of clear understanding

of performance requirements in American academic

settings will not confuse them about what is
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considered by the institution as cheating and what is

not.

2. Students should be told that instructors are watching

for the incidence of academic dishonesty, and that

cheating will be punished in relation to the severity

of the breach of academic dishonesty.

3. Instructors should adopt a number of evaluation

management strategies designed to reduce the

opportunity and the need for cheating among students.

Among strategies recommended:

a. The instructor should make it clear that student

communication (ie. talking, gestures etc.) is

not allowed under any circumstances.

b. Instructors should make sure that every test is

original and the use of past tests kept to a

minimum. This strategy will encourage students

to prepare for tests rather than memorizing a

set of answers or solutions before coming to the

test.

c. Instructors should warn students that some quiz

answer sheets will be copied before being

returned to them. This strategy is expected to

reduce the incidents of students correcting
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their own papers and seeking credit for the

corrected answers.

d. Instructors of large group sections, in order to

prevent the possibility of someone taking the

exam for someone else, should ask students to

present their identification cards.

e. Instructors should avoid giving take home exams

if collaboration on the exam could have the

effect of significantly and unfairly altering

the quality of response on the exam. The

instructor should tell students that they have

to be ready for an oral presentations of the

home prepared material upon request.

f. The instructor should stress the significance of

academic integrity with special emphasis on the

instructor's definitions of unacceptable

behavior and the sanctions to be applied for any

breach of behavior. This should be clearly

presented at the beginning of the term in

detail, and before each situation where the

possibility of cheating exists.

g. Instructors should have greater awareness and

sensitivity to the pressure that students face

and the amount of academic work especially in
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the final examinations. This awareness is

expected to help instructors determine the

amount and difficulty of academic material.

4. Efforts should be made to make the steps the school

takes to stop or to punish cheaters public without

violating the confidentiality of student's rights and

identity.

5. Students should be encouraged to report cheating

incidents, and become aware that they too can help

halt cheating. When cheating takes place, it becomes

a problem that everybody has to face (students,

administrators, and faculty). Provisions should be

made to allow student report cheating and to protect

their anonymity in the process.

6. Students should be informed of the sanctions for

cheating in advance, and when caught cheating, they

should have the right to explain and appeal their

case to the teacher. Further, an appeal process

should be developed that allows for thorough and

objective reviews of the entire matter, as viewed by

all parties.

7. Faculty should know that when they formally report

cheating incidents within the stated guidelines of

their institutions, the insights will be protected
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and if necessary represented, if the cheating case

goes beyond the school to the courts.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Several aspects of cheating which were not

investigated in this research, but which have become

apparent from the study, are:

1. Study the attitudes of other foreign students

groups and compare them with each other. Such a

study is needed to see if cultural background

has any effect on the attitudes of students

toward academic dishonesty.

2. Study demographic characteristics such as

country of origin, age, marital status, length

of time in U.S.A., source of financial support,

entering G.P.A. etc. Such information may enable

the researcher to determine if there is a

demographic effect that can be identified that

has any direct relationship to the attitudes of

the students toward cheating.

3. Further study is recommended to investigate the

incidence of actual cheating rather than

studying only the attitudes toward this

behavior.
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4. Design methodology which would investigate the

influence that culture has on the perceptions of

students of the concept of academic dishonesty.

The problem of academic dishonesty is a real one,

and until emotions are replaced with concrete studies of

the nature and the extent of academic dishonesty, a

realistic and serious strategy to reduce its severity

may remain out of reach. Further studies like these

suggested and others are expected to bring more

attention to this issue. As reflected in the findings of

this study, students, both American and Arab, graduate

and undergraduate, showed no clear perception of what is

cheating or noncheating behavior. The problem is

further complicated because of the apparent influence of

cultural background on the perceptions of Arab students

of the cheating behavior. Some behaviors may have been

considered as cheating by American students, while Arab

students considered the same behaviors to be acceptable

because they fit into their cultural roles and

expectations. A clear policy to include definitions of

the cheating behavior, and regulations to reduce the

amount of cheating is crucial to any effort to deal with

this problem.
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APPENDIX A

A SAMPLE LETTER SENT TO RESPONDENTS

Dear Student;

We are presently involved in research concerning
the concept of academic dishonesty at Oregon State
University. We hope that you find this topic useful and
interesting. The attached list of questions were
designed by Edward Kirk, (1970) who administered them
to American students. Our plan is to administer same
questions to two different student groups with two
differenct class levels: (American and Arab, graduate
and undergraduate students). The purpose of this study
is to see if there is any important attitude difference
among these student groups toward three aspect of
academic dishonesty. We hope that everybody will
benefit from the findings of this study.

Please answer all questions. Time needed to answer
all items is approximately thirty minutes. Your help
would be greatly needed and of course appreciated.
Please return your completed survey through the free of
charge campus mail, addressed to the department of Post
Secondary Education. We would be very happy to send you
a copy of our results, if you would like one.

Sincerely,

Dr. Tom Grigsby
Post Secondary Education
Oregon State University

Ibrahim Sumrain
Post Secondary Education
Oregon State University



CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY

Dear Mr. Sumrain

WILLIS E. KIRK, ED.D.
wee-wweaverrratwirr
wmwmparwismasso

40440.4ma.amy

January 23, 1986

You certainly have my permission to use the instrument

I developed in connection with my research on attitudes toward

cheating in college. You may make any changes necessary in

translating it into more appropriate language for the pupulation

you have in mind.

nest wishes to you in your research and the final completion

of your dissertation.

Sincerely

W. E. )Ki

Redacted for privacy



Instructions

A SURVEY OF ATTITUDES TOWARD CITEATING
PART I

How Do You Feel About
The Student's Behavior Punishment

You are asked to respond to each of the following situations according to

uy., you personally feel about the student's behavior. Base your response only

us the moral issue involved. Please rate the behavior on the scale from 1 to

5 depending on bow you feel *bout the behavior. If you feel the student is en-
tirely justified in behaving this way, place a check (y) under 1 following the

behavior described. If you feel the student is definitely not justified in be-
having this way, place a check (I) under 5. Be sure to put a check after each

statement.
After you have rated the behavior, please respond to whether you feel

the student should be punished. If the student 'should be punished, please

indicate the type of punishment which Ton feel is fair.

'hank you for your interest and cooperation.
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1. On a two part essay test, Tom did well on the first part, On the second

part, he knew nothing about the subject so be went to his room to pre-

pare that part. After completing it, he made it look dirty by Crump-

lin it and walking on it. Then he asked Stanley, his roommate, to take

it to the instructor saying he found it in the hall.

2. John secured some invisible ink, and made some notes on a piece of

paper. Securing proper sunglasses to be used in reading notes made

with this ink. John consulted his notes during a test.

1. Faced with needing to prepare an assigarnent, Frank asks William to

go to the library, and do the work for him. The paper is turned in as

William has prepared it.

4. Knowing that Phil has taken the course, John approached him to talk

about the kind of testa this partcular instructor gives.
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5. Charles secures the assistance of a tutor to help him in a particular
course, and with the tests which are anticipated in that course.

6. Missing a test because of illness, Beverly asks her friend what sub-
jects were covered on the test..

7. Lucille, knowing that Jane has taken this course, asks her for any
previous tests which have been given that she might study them.

8. Having the time limit called on a teat, Julie continues and is able to
answer three more questions.

9. While preparing a term paper, Jim quoted large amounts of material
from a competent source, but did not give the original author credit
for it.

10. Randy arranged with his friend to cough once for a true answer and
twice for a false answer. They carried out their plan in a history
test. .

II. Having been assigned a research paper, and not having time to do it,
Joel copied one that Francis had used a year before.

12. While grading her own paper, Jewell corrected her paper, and gave
herself credit for answers corrected.
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3. Knowing the stencils used in preparing a test would be thrown in the
waste basket, James retrieved them out of the basket that evening and
used them in studying for the test.

4. Susan heard that a certain test would be used which the instructor had
previously used. She memorized the answers.

5. In an attempt to get the teacher to tell more of what he wants on a cer-
tain question, Jennifer asks the teacher confidentially a question which
might assist her.

6. Judy was asked by John to help him during a test. Judy agreed, and
passed notes to John during the examination.

17. Gladys had several math formulas written out in the back of her book
so that when she referred to the square root tables, which was ex-
pected intaking the test, she also referred to the formulas.

1 18.
Being required to take a test in a blue book, Thelma turned in an empty
book, went to the library and prepared a new blue book, and persuaded
the janitor to allow/ her to change books in the instructor's office.

19. Accidentally Jean's eyes fall on Roberta's test paper. She noes the
information gained to answer a question.

O. Frank studied all of the old tests he could locate to pass an exam in

biology.
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21. During the test, Elizabeth feigned illness so she could go to the rest-

room, and consult her notes.

22. As she was on her way to the instructor, who was in the front of the

room, Janice looked on her friend's paper on the way.

23. Prior to an open-book test. George writes some items in the back of his

book which he feels the teacher might ask.

24. Not being sure of the instructor's meaning on a certain test question,

Joe asks Jim, who is seated next to him, what the instructor meant by

his question.

25. Realizing that she has a good rapport with a certain teacher, Elizabeth

inquires about possible test questions, and the best answers.

26. Some materials have been presented in class which Bill did not under-

stand. He makes an appointment to disucss these with his instructor.

27. Knowing that the instructor would use a standardized test which she

heard about; Gladys memorized the answers.

28. The English instructor assigned a certain play to be read in its entirety

and summarized. Patsy went to the Master Plots and used the summary

there.

1
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29. While preparing his term paper, Milton copied several paragraphs
from a term paper which Don had written a year earlier.

30. During a break in the test period, Joe looked up the desired infor-
mation in his notebook.

31. The night prior to a test, Bill. Mike and Jim get together to talk
about the test and the questions that might be asked.

32. While the Instructor was out of the room for a few minutes, Julie and
Susie discussed some of the test questions.

33. After preparing a term paper, Jim turned it in for several different
courses over a period of years.

34. Because of the pressure of time, Jim does not prepare his homework
himself. Instead he copies from his roommate, Joe,and turns in
the paper. .

35. As Jerry was writing his term paper it bacame evident that he was
quoiing too much material directly from the book. He decided not to
footnote all of the materials quoted from the book.

36. Feeling that it might help her grade. Susan makes sure she tells her
instructor after the test how much she has enjoyed the course.
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rt. After receiving his test back, Randycorrected some answers and stated
the grader had made a mistake.

38. Jim has prepared and turned in a term paper for a previous course he

has taken. Now faced with a similar assignment in another course,
he retypes the front cover, and turns in the same paper.

39. On a take -home test, where the instructor asks that each student do the
test without outside help, Judy and Melinda assist each other in ar-
riving at the best answers.

40. Thinking that the instructor might ask for five major points on a
psychology test, Lucy writes them down Immediately after she arrives
in class before she forgets them.

41. Gail knew that her friend Leslie was taking a test in Biology in the
morning. Immediately after the class Gail questioned her friend about
the test and prepared for a similar class which met in the afternoon.

42. Wesley received advance information about the content of the test from
a friend and made preparation accordingly.

43. James talks with his instructor alter class to ask for some additional
information about the test which has been announced.
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44. Having been assigned an outside art project, Sue had Bertha do the
project for her.

45. Joe and Tom were writing on the same theme for a term paper.
Although he didn't actually consult all the books Tom used, Joe
included them in his Bibliography also.

46. Joe wanted his friend to make a good grade, so when grading his
paper, he deliberately marked as correct some false answers.

47. While the teacher is out of the room, Bill asks Ralph what he
thinks the Instructor wants in the way of an answer to a particular
question.

48. While taking a test, James look on his friend's paper to secure
the answers.

49. Joan writes on her arm some possible answers to different
questions expected on a test.

SO. Since the class was unusually large, Jake had a friend take a test
for him.
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PART II

Instructions

How Do You Fee About
e Student's Behavior

You are asked to respond to each of the following situations according to how

you personally feel about the student's behavior. Base your response only on the

moral issue involved. Please rate the behavior on a scale from 1 to 5 depending

on how you feel about the behavior. 11 you feel the student is entirely justified in

behaving this way, place a check (v) under I following the behavior described. If

you feel the student is definitely not justified in behaving this way, place a check

() under 5. Be sure to put a check after each statement.
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1. Realizing that the instructor would make the test so difficult that few could pass it, Joe

thought it justified that he conceal notes in his pocket to be used during the test.

2.. When the instructor left the room, June felt it all right to cheat.

3. Knowing how easy it is to cheat when chairs are close together, June felt it was

perfectly satisfactory for her to look on her neighbor's paper.

4. Since the English teacher has given the sarre test year after year, John felt there was

no wrong in securing old tests, and using them in his preparation for present tests.

5. Several students perceive that the instructor is aware that cheating is being practiced in

his classes, but does nothing about it. Susan aware of this decided to take some notes to

class which would help her during the test.

6. Feeling that the instructor is only interested in grades, Jane felt she was right in talking

over the answers on a test with a student near her.

7. Very often the chemistry teacher gives pop quizzes. Delores felt these were unfair, so

she looked in the notebook at her feet to answer questions on the test.

S. The instructor has Impressed his students with the importance of tests. He leaves the

impression that the only important thing is the grade. She feels that he is not interested

in them really snowing the material, but only in getting a good grade. With this feeling,

Elizabeth believts it is satisfactory to copy from her neighbor.
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9. A math instructor is very friendly and congenial in his classes. When he leaves the room,

Jane feels this is a license for her to cheat.

0. Since the lectures were dull, Maggie felt it was all right to cheat.

1. Mr. Johns, the history professor, indicates to his class that he is not really interested in

this course, but it was assigned to him because an instructor was needed. Having been

told this. Jan felt it was all right if she cheated on a test.

2. Realizing that the instructor will grade on the curve, and therefore competition will be

great, Jesse cheats on the final examination.

3. Being in a large class, and feeling there will be less likelihood of being caught, Joe cheats

on test.

14. Faced with a True-False Test and realizing it will be easy to look on his neighbor's paper,

Don cheats.

15. Feeling the course he was taking was not too Important, Ricky felt justified in getting

help on a test.

16. Since most of the students felt the instructor was lenient on cheating, and would probably

do nothing about It, Susie decided to copy from her neighbor.

17. With the assignment of several outside papers in Professor Adams' class, Bill felt it
was all right for him to copy his roommate's term paper, and turn it in for his own.
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18. John saw others cheating and knowing this would raise the average, felt he was justified in
cheating.

19. While Shirley would not cheat on an examination, she felt it was all right to copy outside
work.

20. Feeling the instructor was unreasonable, Susie felt cheating in his class was justified.

21. Sensing the only way to pass the course was to cheat, Frank brought notes to class.

22. Because Professor Milton was stispicioy,s and distrusting of students in his class, Jill
felt justified in cheating.

23. Knowing that Professor Sparks would assign a limited number of good grades, Joel cheated
during a test.

24. Having been assigned large amounts of outside work, and hearing that the instructor
would never grade it, Frank copies the work from another student.

25. Since the instructor had determined in advance the percentage of students who would get
good grades no matter how hard others worked, Joe felt justified in cheating.

26. Being unaware of any punishment the instructor would give to a student caught cheating,
Sylvia decided to cheat on a test.

27. With several others in the class cheating, Steve decided it was all right to copy from his
friend's paper.

28. Because he was convinced Dr. Hughes would be unfair in grading his test, Joe felt
justified in cheating.
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APPENDIX C.2

A SURVEY OF ATTITUDES TOWARD CHEATING
(ARABIC TRANSLATION)
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APPENDIX 0

(ATTITUDES)

RESULTS OF THE TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Item

No.

AG

Mean

USG

Mean

AUG

Mean

USAG

Mean Nation Hypothesis

COMPUTED

Class

F'S

Hypothesis

(N + C)

Interaction Hypothesis

1. 4.90 4.80 4.66 4.72 .120 Retained 5.463 Rejected 1.453 Retained

2. 4.90 4.94 4.86 4.80 .048 Retained 4.186 Rejected 1.055 Retained

3. 4.80 4.92 4.46 4.68 4.953 Rejected 14.173 Rejected .408 Retained

4. 1.66 1.13 1.40 1.09 23.540 Rejected 2.356 Retained 1.403 Retained

5. 1.36 1.34 1.55 1.42 .506 Retained 1.478 Retained .214 Retained

6. 2.45 2.81 1.60 2.25 10.451 Rejected 19.378 Rejected .806 Retained

7. 1.70 1.53 2.01 1.44 8.952 Rejected .516 Retained 2.693 Retained

8. 3.12 3.77 2.78 3.38 14.741 Rejected 5.041 Rejected .025 Retained

9. 4.46 4.28 3.96 4.08 .060 Retained 7.241 Rejected 1.243 Retained

10. 4.56 4.88 4.58 4.81 10.497 . Rejected .126 Retained .251 Retained

11. 4.66 4.90 4.35 4.54 6.049 Rejected 14.271 Rejected .090 Retained

12. 4.70 4.76 4.69 4.81 .926 Retained .047 Retained .128 Retained

13. 4.64 4.80 4.43 4.61 2.716 Retained 3.856 Retained .016 Retained

14. 2.15 3.36 1.95 3.26 63.091 Rejected .861 Retained .095 Retained

15. 1.96 2.03 1.20 1.88 9.180 Rejected 12.856 Rejected 6.094 Rejected

16. 4.73 4.88 4.72 4.72 .689 Retained 1.239 Retained .746 Retained

17. 3.69 4.30 4.04 4.38 11.636 Rejected 2.254 Retained .935 Retained

18. 5.00 4.94 4.75 4.88 .446 Retained 7.587 Rejected 2.677 Retained

Tabular value of "F" is always 3.875.
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APPENDIX D (Continued)

(ATTITUDES)

RESULTS OF THE TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Item

No.

AG

Mean

USG

Mean

AUG

Mean

USAG

Mean Nation Hypothesis

COMPUTED

Class

F'S

Hypothesis

(N + C)

Interaction Hypothesis

19. 4.07 3.80 3.16 4.24 7.920 Rejected 1.735 Retained 22.823 Rejected

20. 1.29 1.46 1.30 1.24 .248 Retained 1.208 Retained 1.347 Retained

21. 4.80 4.85 4.46 4.70 4.969 Rejected 12.431 Rejected 1.993 Retained

22. 4.46 4.51 3.96 3.86 .050 Retained 26.194 Rejected .468 Retained

23. 3.43 2.18 3.84 2.70 41.529 Rejected 6.561 Rejected .084 Retained

24. 2.53 3.06 2.32 2.44 3.722 Retained 6.828 Rejected 1.505 Retained

25. 2.93 1.51 3.12 1.78 30.865 Rejected 1.394 Retained 4.317 Rejected

26. 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.14 .000 Retained .007 Retained .006 Retained

27. 1.84 3.17 1.90 2.89 47.185 Rejected .518 Retained 1.016 Retained

28. 3.49 3.32 3.23 3.72 1.028 Retained .313 Retained 4.173 Rejected

29. 3.78 4.30 3.84 4.20 10.184 Rejected .038 Retained .361 Retained

30. 4.36 4.55 3.12 3.89 9.738 Rejected 37.457 Rejected 3.702 Retained

31. 1.15 1.30 1.03 1.53 9.251 Rejected .395 Retained 2.738 Retained

32. 4.64 4.51 3.78 4.10 .543 Retained 23.594 Rejected 3.190 Retained

33. 3.70 3.30 2.92 2.97 .941 Retained 8.700 Rejected 1.538 Retained

34. 4.71 4.76 4.15 4.32 1.260 Retained 25.301 Rejected .315 Retained

35. 4.00 4.10 3.64 3.65 .129 Retained 6.743 Rejected .098 Retained

36. 2.90 2.80 3.12 2.37 8.839 Rejected .839 Retained 5.051 Rejected

Tabular value of "F" is always 3.875.



APPENDIX 0 (Continued)

(ATTITUDES)

RESULTS OF THE TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Item

No.

AG

Mean

USG

Mean

AUG

Mean

USAG

Mean Nation Hypothesis

COMPUTED

Class

F'S

Hypothesis

(N + C)

Interaction Hypothesis

37. 4.93 4.73 4.46 4.56 .227 Retained 8.390 Rejected 1.885 Retained

38. 4.00 3.23 3.49 2.96 13.849 Rejected 4.880 Rejected .439 Retained

39. 3.87 4.40 3.38 4.05 16.318 Rejected 8.181 Rejected .356 Retained

40. 3.36 2.31 3.40 1.52 65.147 Rejected 5.213 Rejected 5.181 Rejected

41. 3.30 3.13 2.38 2.69 .166 Retained 17.020 Rejected 2.266 Retained

42. 2.93 3.23 2.24 2.41 1.904 Retained 20.522 Rejected .151 Retained

43. 1.29 1.72 1.60 1.53 1.579 Retained .076 Retained 2.920 Retained

44. 4.29 4.82 4.03 4.41 13.807 Rejected 7.785 Rejected .388 Retained

45. 4.24 4.50 3.81 3.88 1.314 Retained 14.720 Rejected .462 Retained

46. 4.89 4.88 4.56 4.62 .097 Retained 14.830 Rejected .209 Retained

47. 3.36 4.69 2.70 3.72 52.439 Rejected 26.586 Rejected .954 Retained

48. 4.66 4.94 4.36 4.70 10.982 Rejected 7.964 Rejected .075 Retained

49. 4.96 4.92 4.72 4.76 .007 Retained 8.670 Rejected .389 Retained

50. 5.00 5.00 4.52 4.93 9.963 Rejected 15.126 Rejected 5.240 Rejected

51. 4.84 5.00 4.52 4.57 1.621 Retained 18.894 Rejected .514 Retained

52. 4.95 4.92 4.55 4.94 8.166 Rejected 7.489 Rejected 11.495 Rejected

53. 4.80 4.92 4.27 4.93 24.344 Rejected 9.015 Rejected 11.592 Rejected

54. 3.58 2.22 1.72 2.36 4.695 Rejected 21.997 Rejected 35.153 Rejected

Tabular value of "F" is always 3.875.



APPENDIX 0 (Continued)

(ATTITUDES)

RESULTS OF THE TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Item

No.

AG

Mean

USG

Mean

AUG

Mean

USAG

Mean Nation Hypothesis

COMPUTED

Class

F'S

Hypothesis

(N + C)

Interaction Hypothesis

55. 4.46 4.60 3.55 4.44 16.122 Rejected 15.895 Rejected 8.415 Rejected

56. 4.63 4.82 3.50 4.61 38.274 Rejected 36.725 Rejected 18.620 Rejected

57. 4.84 4.88 4.12 4.60 8.678 Rejected 31.586 Rejected 6.485 Rejected

58. 4.69 4.86 4.26 4.74 12.034 Rejected 7.780 Rejected 2.636 Retained

59. 4.95 4.98 4.56 4.86 8.694 Rejected 18.931 Rejected 5.596 Rejected

60. 4.95 4.92 4.56 4.86 3.466 Retained 8.610 Rejected 5.439 Rejected

61. 4.75 4.90 4.47 4.84 11.656 Rejected 4.762 Rejected 1.909 Retained

62. 5.00 4.96 4.24 4.84 10.774 Rejected 24.285 Rejected 14.160 Rejected

63. 5.00 4.94 4.73 4.94 3.607 Retained 8.922 Rejected 10.244 Rejected

64. 4.92 4.96 4.70 4.94 7.875 Rejected 4.776 Rejected 4.204 Rejected

65. 4.80 4.61 4.60 4.46 2.882 Retained 3.539 Retained .068 Retained

66. 4.92 4.89 3.49 4.73 27.325 Rejected 42.162 Rejected 3.132 Rejected

67. 4.87 4.94 4.35 4.82 12.872 Rejected 16.595 Rejected 7.094 Rejected

68. 4.73 4.86 3.64 4.69 26.680 Rejected 27.963 Rejected 16.276 Rejected

69. 4.21 4.63 3.07 4.32 55.417 Rejected 39.130 Rejected 13.804 Rejected

70. 4.53 4.90 3.53 4.60 35.190 Rejected 27.351 Rejected 8.256 Rejected

71. 4.67 4.89 4.01 4.53 10.490 Rejected 19.555 Rejected 1.750 Retained

72. 4.61 4.93 4.04 4.80 37.793 Rejected 14.906 Rejected 6.231 Rejected

Tabular value of "F" is always 3.875.



APPENDIX D (Continued)

(ATTITUDES)

RESULTS OF THE TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Item

No.

AG

Mean

USG

Mean

AUG

Mean

USAG

Mean Nation Hypothesis

COMPUTED

Class

F'S

Hypothesis

(N + C)

Interaction Hypothesis

73. 4.73 4.85 4.40 4.90 15.623 Rejected 2.308 Retained 6.287 Rejected

74. 4.23 4.51 3.07 4.09 22.496 Rejected 31.044 Rejected 7.210 Rejected

75. 4.83 4.66 3.80 4.86 7.899 Rejected 32.781 Rejected 6.306 Rejected

76. 5.00 4.90 4.26 4.80 7.529 Rejected 24.486 Rejected 15.156 Rejected

77. 4.63 4.89 4.09 4.76 23.604 Rejected 11.337 Rejected 4.444 Rejected

78. 4.53 4.89 3.64 4.73 51.571 Rejected 24.923 Rejected 13.264 Rejected

Tabular value of "F" is always 3.875.



APPENDIX D

(PUNISHMENT)

RESULTS OF THE TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Item

No.

AG

Mean

USG

Mean

AUG

Mean

USAG

Mean Nation Hypothesis

COMPUTED

Class

F'S

Hypothesis

(N + C)

Interaction Hypothesis

1. 8.20 8.14 7.75 7.85 .051 Retained 14.146 Rejected .639 Retained

2. 8.98 8.30 8.15 8.38 3.961 Rejected 8.983 Rejected 16.244 Rejected

3. 8.40 8.13 7.64 8.04 .376 Retained 15.720 Rejected 10.824 Rejected

4. 6.15 6.01 6.12 6.00 11.820 Rejected .310 Retained .053 Retained

5. 6.04 6.14 6.09 6.00 .008 Retained 2.235 Retained 6.366 Rejected

6. 6.61 6.42 6.11 6.32 .017 Retained 20.223 Rejected 9.944 Rejected

7. 6.10 6.14 6.12 6.13 .326 Retained .001 Retained .104 Retained

8. 6.84 6.93 6.64 7.09 8.711 Rejected .006 Retained 3.947 Rejected

9. 7.60 7.52 6.90 7.48 4.876 Rejected 9.474 Rejected 8.249 Rejected

10. 7.76 8.23 7.60 8.36 61.612 Rejected .024 Retained 3.500 Retained

11. 7.80 7.30 7.50 8.10 42.569 Rejected 8.168 Rejected .326 Retained

12. 8.09 7.97 7.95 8.21 .652 Retained .563 Retained 4.776 Rejected

13. 7.96 8.34 7.80 8.37 16.701 Rejected .284 Retained .751 Retained

14. 6.20 6.93 6.32 6.94 40.731 Rejected .360 Retained .270 Retained

15. 6.04 6.25 6.16 6.25 3.511 Retained .587 Retained .606 Retained

16. 8.03 8.21 7.58 8.41 24.934 Rejected .940 Retained 10.366 Rejected

17. 7.06 7.63 7.12 7.93 38.184 Rejected 2.932 Retained 1.158 Retained

18. 9.18 8.80 8.20 9.08 4.134 Rejected 6.397 Rejected 26.962 Rejected

Tabular value of "F" is always 3.875.



APPENDIX D (Continued)

(PUNISHMENT)

RESULTS OF THE TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Item

No.

AG

Mean

USG

Mean

AUG

Mean

USAG

Mean Nation Hypothesis

COMPUTED

Class

F'S

Hypothesis

(N + C)

Interaction Hypothesis

19. 7.12 7.15 6.78 7.48 16.150 Rejected .003 Retained 13.290 Rejected

20. 6.03 6.06 6.21 6.10 .357 Retained 3.084 Retained 1.374 Retained

21. 7.72 7.98 7.49 8.52 42.543 Rejected 3.326 Retained 14.940 Rejected

22. 7.00 7.18 6.92 7.08 6.152 Rejected 1.783 Retained .039 Retained

23. 6.70 6.52 7.04 6.72 8.498 Rejected 9.033 Rejected .693 Retained

24. 6.61 6.81 6.60 6.57 1.180 Retained 2.945 Retained 1.999 Retained

25. 6.41 6.28 6.96 6.21 25.662 Rejected 6.182 Rejected 13.156 Rejected

26. 6.01 6.03 6.13 6.06 .216 Retained 1.981 Retained .884 Retained

27. 6.12 6.82 6.27 6.93 37.187 Rejected 1.305 Retained .049 Retained

28. 6.73 6.97 6.96 7.25 5.754 Rejected 5.673 Rejected .051 Retained

29. 6.86 7.48 7.12 7.60 27.518 Rejected 3.009 Retained .498 Retained

30. 7.33 7.71 6.84 7.77 33.684 Rejected 3.029 Retained 6.165 Rejected

31. 6.06 6.10 6.04 6.22 5.165 Rejected 1.401 Retained 1.929 Retained

32. 7.58 7.67 7.07 7.49 7.343 Rejected 12.801 Rejected 3.174 Retained

33. 7.00 7.05 6.83 6.78 .002 Retained 5.425 Rejected .258 Retained

34. 7.40 8.05 7.12 7.49 44.030 Rejected 31.051 Rejected 3.350 Retained

35. 7.12 7.44 7.23 7.28 2.603 Retained .120 Retained 1.405 Retained

36. 6.27 6.17 6.44 6.33 1.746 Retained 4.022 Rejected .002 Retained

Tabular value of "F" is always 3.875.



APPENDIX D (Continued)

(PUNISHMENT)

RESULTS OF THE TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Item

No.

AG

Mean

USG

Mean

AUG

Mean

USAG

Mean Nation Hypothesis

COMPUTED

Class

F'S

Hypothesis

(N + C)

Interaction Hypothesis

37. 7.78 7.81 7.67 8.21 6.590 Rejected 2.220 Retained 5.250 Rejected

38. 7.41 6.76 7.21 6.84 20.420 Rejected .204 Retained 1.480 Retained

39. 7.12 7.52 7.83 7.36 20.364 Rejected 4.765 Rejected .372 Retained

40. 6.81 6.10 7.07 6.20 54.959 Rejected 2.595 Retained .607 Retained

41. 6.84 6.32 6.56 6.46 6.764 Rejected .207 Retained 3.015 Retained

42. 6.70 6.50 6.46 6.45 1.266 Retained 2.097 Retained 1.074 Retained

43. 6.03 5.97 6.06 6.18 .168 Retained 2.459 Retained 1.226 Retained

44. 7.40 7.94 7.50 8.13 32.258 Rejected 2.115 Retained .144 Retained

45. 7.00 7.07 6.89 7.38 7.529 Rejected .658 Retained 3.495 Retained

46. 7.90 7.67 7.67 7.77 .329 Retained .178 Retained 1.828 Retained

47. 6.72 7.23 6.70 7.14 25.309 Rejected .346 Retained .156 Retained

48. 7.21 7.85 7.58 7.92 27.166 Rejected 4.848 Rejected 2.643 Retained

49. 8.06 7.89 7.61 8.09 3.288 Retained 1.375 Retained 14.298 Rejected

50. 9.41 8.90 8.56 9.34 .813 Retained 1.120 Retained 18.968 Rejected

Tabular value of "F" is always 3.875.




